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Computerized 
A frozen stream and a country bridge captures the eye of student photographer Mark Fit-
zsimmons. 
By Peeka Bunnell 
The room selection process 
for the 1982-1983 academic 
year will begin in March, and 
the Re~idcntial Life Office has 
announced that there will be 
.<,ome cha11¥e~ "to effectively 
meet tnc '·t111.!enh needs." 
Thi~ year. the new computer 
~v~tem will randomly a;;sign a 
lottery number to each 
"eligible" student. An eligible 
~tudent mmt currently live on 
campu~ and have paid a $200 
advance dcoo~it fee to the 
Bursar's by March 15, 1982. 
L---------------------------------------i According to Bill Perkins, 
LS .. C~ VSo Budget Cut§ 
By Joe Halpern 
Last semester the enemy was 
the Reagan Administration 
and Federal budget cuts. 
However, this past week a 
new adversary entered the 
rank~ when Governor Carey 
announced New York States 
upcoming budget. 
The Independent Student 
Coalition (I.S.C.) has commit-
ted itself to an arduous war 
against State and Federal 
budget cuts that. continues to 
reduce financial aid status of 
independentN. Y. Colleges and 
Universities. 
The I.S.C. 's plan of at-
tack? A letter writing cam-
paign aimed at key 
congressmen and elected of-
ficials who have a vote in 
whether to cut future student 
aid programs. 
Already, this past year, such 
programs as the Guaranteed Fuller, a sophomore majoring 
Student Loan, Pell Grant in politic~. "We have about 10 
(formerly called BEOG), people working for I.S.C., 
National Unity Grant and and a mailing list of75." 
Soda) Security Survivors Fuller pointed out that the 
Benefits have been radically ne
0
xt I.S.C. meeting will take 
diminished by the 1981-82 place in Albany, this weekend, 
Federal budget. where the regional office is 
More cuts are promised for located. It will be at that 
next year. meeting that Mike Caruso, 
The Ithaca College Chapier · Chairman, will discuss his trir, 
of I.S.C. is in the process of to Washington D.C., next 
planning its next attack this week, and his presentation to 
semester. It's target? Albany the Department of 
and then on to Washington Education. 
D.C. Their theory is, you've Trying to limit Federal and 
got to start at the top to get State Budget cuts may seem 
something done. like an impossible task these 
"Our main objective is to keep day~. but the l.S.C. has not 
the students here," said Steve thrown in the towel yet. 
Hansler, student trustee. "We The I.S.C. works on the 
want to keep college an affor- theory that if you mak~ 
dab le expense." enough noise. someone will 
The IC Chapter of the have to li~ten. 
I.S.C. is headed by Steve 
as~i~tant director of Housing 
Operatiom. "the computer 
will a~,ign lottery numbers 
u~ing ~tandard randomization 
procedure, available from 
~tati"11.:al packages in the 
Spern-Univac I JOO from data 
procc,,irn1.. 
The new as~ignment process 
for thl' lottery number will 
hopefully eliminate cheating 
am! 1011g line, of the previous 
~y.<,tcm. Each student will 
receive their lottery number 
prior to ,r,ring break through 
the mail. 
On Mar..:h 14th. Residential 
Life will cfatrihute a Room 
A,,ig.nmenr Handbook and 
hothing contract concerning 
room ,election procedure~. 
Application, for Garden 
Apartmenb and Hudson 
Height, arc available March 
15-22 and arc due March 22 by 
5 p.rn. in the Office of 
RL·,idcntial Life. 3rd floor 
Egh,:rt Union. On March 26. 
a liq of tho,e eligible by lot-
tery number and clas~ corn-
hi nation will be posted. 
Selection for the apartments 
will take place on March 29, at 
7:30 p.m. in the Terrace 
D11,ing Han. 
The following i~ a priority 
li,t of ~tudent combinations 
for apartment ~election. 
I. Senior - Senior 
2. Senior - Junior P.T. 
3. Senior - Junior 
4. Junior P.T.-: Junior P.T. 
5. Junior P.T. - Junior 
6. Junior-Junior or Senior-
sophomore 
7 .Junior-~ophomorc 
8. Sophomore - Sophomore 
Room ~election for senior, 
junior P.T.~ and juniors will 
take place March 31, at 7:30 
p.m .. in the Terrace Dining 
Hall. The remaining juniors 
and ~ophomorc class will 
cl10,c room~ on April I, at 
7:30 p.m.. in the Terrace 
Dinin\! Hall. 
In order to ~ign ur !"or a 
room it i, ncce,~ary to pre~cnt 
your lottery number card. 
hou,ing rontract and IC iden-
tification card. 
Rc,idential Life offer, othc, 
optiom for room ,clc(:tion. A 
~tudent ma, claim ,quatter, 
riµhh or move to another 
room in the ,ame dorm. The 
,1arr member, of each dorlll 
will po,t the,c time, and plac<.'' 
1'01 ,1!!n up. 
If you ha,'C am· quL·,11011, 
concerning thL· room ''-'it'L'tion 
p1 o,-L'" a,k ,·ou1 re,id ·111 
a"i,tant. h1nhc1 information 
will lw puhli,hed !"or \'Olli" me 
In the Office or Re,idt·ntial 
Lik. 
Marx: Business Booming 
By Richard Steinfeld 
If any student is qualified to 
speak about the current state 
of the Business School, it's 
Jamie Marx, '82. Marx-- a 
well-rounded individual who 
came to Ithaca College on a 
Varsity wrestling scholarship--
is currently the president of 
the Business and Accounting 
Club and a member of the 
prestigious Dean's Advisory 
Council. His experiences in-
clude being Teaching Assistant 
for over 190 students. When 
approached by THE 
lTHA CAN to speak about his 
perception of the Business 
School, Marx appeared eager. 
I was in Philadelphia over 
Christmas break and I 
o-verhear a couple of high 
school students talking about 
Ithaca as a tine business 
school. The reputation of IC's 
business school has 
skyrocketed, has'nt it? 
The reputation of IC's 
Business School has improved 
considerably. Originally, the 
business section of IC was a 
-department in H&S--later, it 
became a division and it 
wasn't until 1978 that a 
separate business school was 
established. So, in terms of its 
growth and development, the 
business school is very young. 
It was during the past five 
years that the business school 
has established its quality 
reputation and the ad-
ministration is continually im-
proving faculty and the selec-
tion standards of students. 
St\ldent SAT scores have 
shown a very substantial im-
provement over the last four 
years, particularly in the quan- ·. 
titative ability ' of business 
students. 
Well, the business school has 
just undergone many changes. 
What kind of effect will these 
recent events have? 
Over the next couple of years, 
there's going to be a fair 
amount of turnover in the 
ijusiness School. Dean 
Brown's resignation will beef-
fective this coming summer 
and it is expected that a couple 
other business faculty will also 
be leaving. But this will not af-
fect the business school in any 
negative way as attrition is an 
inevitable part of academic 
life. 
Alsp during this year, there 
was speculation about the 
possibility of ending lhe finan-
ce major because of the dif-
ficulty in recruiting faculty. 
But it is known that the ad-
ministration will keep the 
major and presently there is a 
full search for two full-time 
faculty members. As a matter 
of fact, Assistant Dean Long 
went to a conference in 
Washington to recruit faculty 
· and ninety Deans· have per-
sonally been contacted by let-
ter. This shows the school's 
commitment to keeping the 
finance program alive. 
You recently got a high paying 
job with Touche Ross, a Big 
Eight accounting firm. Are 
other IC business students 
similarly successful in their job 
efforts? 
There are a· good number of 
job opportunities for those 
business students who have 
not screwed up- during their 
four-year stay. There are bet-
ween sixty to seventy 
recruiters, consisting of 
business fir.ms and graduate 
schools, .who visit the campus. 
So far, six accounting majors 
have been offered positions 
with 'Big Eight' firms and 
statistics show that nearly all 
the remammg aaccounting 
majors will secure jobs in 
business-related fields right 
out of college. Finance, 
management and personnel 
students also receive adequate 
preparation at Ithaca and as 
Career Planning stresses, 
"Preparation and the ability 
to market yourself is the key to 
getting a desirable job.'' 
What about the new academic 
building? What's that mean to 
the business school over the 
next couple of years? 
It's scheduled to be completed 
this summer and will provide a 
more efficient base for the 
school of business to work 
Continued on Page 5 
Page2 
Warm IFecellnimg iirrn Coildl 
Weatlhlerr 
The weather at Ithaca has never been something to warm 
up to, especially in the bitter winter months we're currently 
experiencing. But the real warmth of the season comes from 
knowing that when we get up in the morning for our 9:00 
classes, the paths to Friends, Textor, et al are clear. 
As Arne Abel, '84, a Radio major put it: "I recently got off 
an all-night shift as WIC~-FM at 6:00 in the morning and I 
heard the sound of scraping shovels. It was reassuring to 
realize that it was the Grounds Crew clearing the paths of the 
night's snow for classes." 
Abel continued, "Considering they probably get minimal 
pay, they were obviously doing a great job." 
The college's Ground Crew generally goes unachnowledged 
for their continuous efficiency in keeping the ways free of 
snow, and it's worth a mention in THE ITHACAN for the 
work they've put in. 
As long as the snow keeps up, they'll be there. 
JHiandicapped At KC By Liz Costopoulos 
Custom Designed Care ... see Page 4 
Model-Personality Scout :niy Brian Walsh 
IC TV-R major reps for "big time" ... see page 6 
JR.ape On KC Campus? JBy .Judy Green 
Student claims "Yes" while security says, "No" .. 
.see page 9 
''The Amazing Kreskin'' by 'Michelle Ch-
mielewski 
ESP and the power of suggestion ... at IC, see page 
11 
The Column By Howie Altman 
A Superbowl Satire ... see page 23 
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Special Announcement: Oracle Pix 
Attention all Oracle Society Members: this will be your only notice -- our yearbook pic-
ture will be taken this Saturday, January 30, at 3:30 pm, in the Performing Arts Building. 
Look for notices on the main doors for exact location. Your attendance will be most ap-
precir,ted. 
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CUMElDOOM 
by 1fiimm.corrns 
\ 
' , "" ,,... 0 
ad About Ads? Ilt's lF or You 
,· . 
- ,. 
There will be a Career Conference in Advertising and 
ublic Relations on Thursday, February 11, at 10:30 a.m. -
• :30 p.m., in the Union Crossroads. 
The seminar is open to the entire campus and any student is 
couraged to participate. 
The seminar consists of a panel presentation with Mr. Bob 
hare, SCM Corporation Manager, Communications and 
ommunity Relation,s; Mr. Howard Williams (Class of '62) 
.Y. Telephone, District Manager for Public Relations; Ms. 
usan Johnston (former IC student) IRV Lewis-Circle of 
ashion and Freelance advertising; Ms. Mary Coker, WTV J 
BS Miami. 
~ Following the panel presentation there will be small group 
' iscussions on the skills necessary for success, entry level jobs 
' d job search strategies. 
: There is a restration fee of $2.00 which will include name 
·. g and special conference packet. Conference space is 
mited to 80 due to space. Sign up in the Career Planning Of-
ce, 1st floor Gannett. 
he Word for 'Senior (:itize:ns' 
On Mon., Feb. 1 at 6:00 p.m. in the Crossroads the Senior 
lass will hold its first meeting of the semester. Seniors par-
icipation in this meeting is encouraged since events for this 
ernester will be discussed but also the planning of Senior 
eek! 
With a little over 100 ·days left in our college years time is 
oving quickly . ..For the best possible semester come and of-
er your ideas and get involved at this first meeting at 6:00 
.m., Feb. 1 in the Crossroads. If anyone has any questions 
lease call Bill Meinel at 277-2789. Get psyched and get in-
olved! ! ! 
quails, lF alls: They Get '1Em All 
Blame it on the weather. 
After uncommonly heavy snowfalls, freezing rain and 
igid temperatures, many students and professors were 
ismayed to disco:ver that their cars were locked in frozen 
rifts. 
Enter Bob MacGaffick, Superintendent of Grounds & 
ransportation at IC. He called for the 'emergency snow 
moval plan' to go into effect for all snowed-in parking lots. 
MacGaffick & Crew first notified Safety & Security and 
0 using about the matter, seeking their coop~ration. Safety, 
turn, notified members of the college community through 
0 using to get cars moven·en masse to alternative lot,s. 
On Monday and Tuesday, growling snow plows barrelled 
to the designated lots, clearing the frozen snow. 
Said Safety's Lou Withiam, "We don't have to do this 
ery Year, but it's not that uncommon." Withiam added 
' at he felt students generally gave good cooperation and the 
ow rf>moval went efficiently. 
THE ITHACAN Pa~e3 
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ED. NOTE: Although the 
following was submitted too 
late for last week's issue, it's 
relevant even today. 
To the Ithaca College Com-
munity: 
Having only arrived to the 
Ithaca College community 
seven months ago, this past 
week of January 15, 1982 has 
caused me to be a little con-
cerned for the IC community. 
This concern stems from 
what seemed to be the lack of 
acknowledgment of the late 
Martin Luther King, Jr., by 
the Ithaca College community. 
Dr. King was the rarest of 
leaders whose vision will never 
be surrendered. His dream for 
a better world for all people 
will not die as long as people 
of good faith, charity, peace 
and human understanding are 
alive. The ideals he so 
tenaciously espoused and 
taught, remain in vital force 
with this nation's conscience. 
The annual celebration of 
Martin Luther King's birthday 
should remind all of us of the 
principles of unselfishness and 
commitment to which he 
devoted his life, and even- Martin Luther King, Jr. 
tually gave it in martydom. Ithaca College is a place of 
His understanding of the higher education. It is also a 
strength of the human spirit place where remembering is 
when the cause is right and graded. One might wonder 
just goes without saying. His what grade IC would receive 
broad view of the world as a for remembering January 15, 
place where men must learn to 1982. Remembering is 
live in peace with his ! something that I suggest IC do 
fellowman lest we all be ! and maybe this by the late Dr. 
destroyed speak to his world- King might help: "From every 
consciousness. His insistence mountainside let freedom ring 
on excellence, and his refusal and when this happens - when 
to give up his dream ~ven i? we allow freedom to ring; 
the darkest of hours are his when we let it ring from every 
heritage which continues to village and every hamlet; from 
shine as a beacon that will lead every state and every city - we 
us toward the ultimate goals of will be able to speed up that 
freedom and equality. The day when all of God's children 
world should be ever in his - black men and white men; 
debt for the messages that he Jews and gentiles, Protestants 
has left behind. and Catholics will be able to 
I believe the Ithaca College join hands and sing in the 
community could take a closer words of that old "negro" 
look at itself. Governor Carey soiritual, "Free at last. free at 
had proclaimed January 15, last. Thank God almfol.!tv. I 
1982 as Martin Luther King am free at last." 
Day. Abraham & Straus -
Alexander's - The New York 
Hilton "remembered the Leonard E. Brvant 
dream.'' Why hasn't IC taken 
the time out to remember. To 
the best of my knowledge even 
the Mayor of Ithaca 
proclaimed a week in honor of 
Assistant Director /Counselor 
Educational Opportunity 
Program 
No Reason To Be Bored 
To the Editor: 
As a senior I feel there is a 
lack of student involvement on 
campus. The students at I.C. 
do not take the time to get in-
volved in the various activities 
or events that take place on 
campus. Only a minority of 
the students organize and im-
plement activities and very of-
ten these same students are the 
only ones who participate. As 
usual, a majority . of the 
students find time to complain 
about Student Government, 
the Student Activities Board, 
and the "hhacan". {Just to 
name a few) 
It is a new year and about 
time for everyone to get in-
volved and participate in 
S.A.B. 's 4th Annual Winter 
Carnival. There are plenty of 
activities planned along with 
quality entertainment. The 
Carnival is Satu1day Feb. 6th 
to Sunday Feb. 14th. 
On -Saturday, Feb. 6, at 8 
p.m. in the Union Dining 
Hall; there will be a twelve 
hour Dance Marathon for 
Muscular Dystrophy, 
featuring "The Choice" and 
"Desperado" bands. Your 
invited to stop by anytime and 
watch the winnning couple 
dance their way to Aruba. 
The Carnival continues 
through the week with Jive en-
tertainment by "Mcaronie and 
Volcano", musicians, "Marty 
Bear", guitarist and singer, 
"The Amazing Kreskin ", 
hypnotist, "Bandit", band, 
"Arthµr" the movie, and 
.. 
''Hall and Oates'' in concert. 
Get your dorm members 
and house mates together and 
co11~pete in such events as 
broomball, volle::ball, ice-
skating, snow sculpture relay 
race, football and backgam-
m<in. Prizes for each event 
will be awarded!! Other 
f->pecial acuv1t1e~ include: 
"How .to Buy a Stereo" and 
"Familv Feud" games night. 
The dates and times of these 
even1s will be posted. So keep 
your eyes and ears open and 
get involved. The Steering 
Committee for this year's 
Winter Carnival is Ann 
Chipouras, Wendy Lebowitz, . 
Mary Dzialga, Ann Lun7, 
Scott Follett, Valt·rie 
Gellrgaras and Stephanie 
Obermeier. Thc"e people have 
been working hard to make 
the SAB Wintc1 Carnival a 
success! 
Get together everyone and 
make it the hcq one yet! 
Sincerely. 
Peeka Bunnell 
Planned Studies '82 
Dear Student(s): . . 
I am writing this letter_ in _t~e hope of obta~nmg c_orresJ?ot 
dence with some sincere md1v1dual{s) on a Fnendsh1p basis. 1 
am presently incarcerated serving a life_ sentence and as_ a 
result of my incarceration I have lost all ues and contact with 
the outside world {Family and Friends). . .. 
I feel I must warn you that failure has been my mab1hty to 
obtain my goals also as a r_esult of failure I'm. now incar-
cerated although I intend to make many accomplishments my 
great ambition is that I may acquire opportunities equal to my 
abilities! . . 
Dear Student, if I have aroused your mter~st 1!1 the least, 
and "I hope I have," then by all means please, wnte to me. I 
will be awaiting your response. 
Yours truly, 
Erick Jackson 
81-A-0883 C-Block 
Box 149 
Attica, NY 14011 
Pa1?e4 
To the Editor: 
I really don't understand all 
of the uproar and outrage over 
Poland in this country. What 
I am outraged about is the ac-
tion the United States has 
taken. Our measures are 
another ex.ample of the U.S. 
interfering in an area in which 
it has no business. 
Let us examine the facts. A 
popular movement with a 
flavor of democracy swept 
Poland, effecting mostly their 
working class. Recently the 
movement was aborted by the 
Polish military and ,marshal 
law was enstated. 
In case we have forgotten, 
Poland is, for our concern, a 
communist country, a w 
called satellite of the Soviet 
Union. Could the U.S. gover-
nment be so naive as to expect 
the communist regime to sit 
idely by as the opposite of 
By Liz Costopoulos 
The temporarily and per-
manently handicapped studen-
ts at Ithaca College are faced 
with a variety of daily 
challenges, which include 
coping with bad weather con-
ditions and the steep terrain of 
the campus. 
To nelp students and 
visitors deal effectively with 
their disibilities is Kay Nelson, 
Affirmative Action Officer. 
Nelson said the number of 
handicapped here, is small 
enough to deal with each per-
sons needs on an individual 
basis. She sited several of the 
services IC provides: 
For those who are physically 
impaired, there are parking 
spaces designated for tern-
Marxist prediction springs to 
life in a communist country? 
The intervention of the Polish 
military and/or Russia was a 
most predictable event and 
was justified for the sake of 
their own government. 
If the working class of the 
U.S. united and started some 
sort of movement with a 
theme of communi~m, would 
we suspect that our gover-
nment would allow the 
movement to continue? I 
think not, and what if the 
Soviet Union took measures to 
pressure our government into 
allowing the movement to con-
tinue? I believe that there 
would be a general consenws 
that the Soviet Union would 
be acting out of their bounds. 
President Reagan seems to 
believe in the myth of our 
almighty righteousness and 
justice but his action displays 
porary and permanent use. 
The campus also has several 
specially equipped dorm 
rooms designed for easy ac-
cesibility. 
Nelson said the college 
continually trys to add projec-
ts that will benefit the han-
dicapped, with the most recent 
being the construction of a 
wheel chair ramp at the Health 
Center. 
Nelson added that several 
of the buildings on campus 
have been modified to make 
them more accesible to tho~e 
with special needs. This in-
cludes the removal of barriers 
from door ways and the 
restructuring of rest room~. 
Handloomed, handprinted cotton 
bedspreads, rugs, anq tablecloths 
-from India 
Don't just put them on 
your bed ... you can hang 
them on the wall, use them 
on your table, for a sofa 
cover. how about curtains? 
Use ~ our imagination. ~~~:~ 
House of Shalimarr 
Commons Pyramid 
273-7939 or 257-2222 
Ithaca Sun Bathers 
we still have space on your trip! 
$129 7 nights, 8 days on 
1Ft Lauderdale Strip Fall Break. 
for more information; 
800-368-2006 
THEITHACAN 
nauseating hypocracy. For 
example, Washington has 
recently barred G.E. from 
selling gas turbine com-
pr(issors to three European 
To the Editors: 
We would like to comment 
on a statement made in the ar-
ticle entitled "1.C. Loses 
Libel" which appeared in last 
weeks Ithacan. The story 
noted, th:u "Yale, which is 
located in the heart of New 
Haven, Connecticut, is a town 
know for high crime(sic) ... " 
As natives of New Haven, 
we must take exception with 
this statement, since the 
overall crime rate in the citv 
has decreased significantly 
It should be noted that the 
new Academic Building will be 
fully accesible to those having 
physical handicaps. 
The problem of limited mo-
b1ffty for the handic""a.oo~d 
commented on by Patrick 
Flood, a student at IC. Pat, 
who relys on the use of a cane, 
told the Ithacan that icy stairs, 
snow storms, and steep hills 
are the most difficult for him 
to maneuver round. When 
conditions are particularly 
bad, and Pat has to walk to a 
lower portion of the campus 
he said, "I take my time and 
hope I can get down there." 
Some other problem areas 
Pat cited were stairways with 
•ailing~ on onlv :,ide. heavy 
doors and crowded hallways 
LONDON 
CENTER 
ITHACA 
COLLEGE -
!! 
January 28. 19ft2 
firms involved in the Siberian your act. 
pipeline project. Yet, they 
allow Isreal to sell .arms, sup-
plied to them by us, to Iran! 
Ronny, you better clean up Richard Wenning 
over the past year. There have 
been fewer assaults, larceny 
cases, and robberies, and an 
active "Block Watch" 
program has decreased crime 
in some areas as much as 50 
percent. New Haven is now in 
the midst of a dramatic 
revitalization - the ft:deral 
government has allocated sub-
stantial funding, and the 
people who live in and around 
the city are realizing its 
tremendous improvement. 
The downtown area where 
most of Yale's buildings are 
and cal"eterias. 
He said he is pleased by the 
college's willingness to assist 
him with any special needs. 
"They do look out for me and 
make concessions." 
He added that teachers 
make allowances for him if he 
is late, and he is found his 
fellow student~ to be he! p ful 
and considerate. 
located has been bolstered by 
the opening of several new 
clubs and restaurants, turning 
what was once a desolate strip 
into a prosperous center for 
business and nightlife. The 
current media campaign for 
New· Haven features rhe 
slogan "Look \Vhat We've 
Got". Perhaps the lthacans' 
writers will take that advice 
before they next comment on 
"The Elm City". 
Stuart Katz 
Daniel Smolen 
The Reading and Academic 
Skills Program (RASP) gives 
a:,sistance to Students With 
le;:i,rni ng disablities. 
The Health Center, Physical 
Therapy department, the 
Speech and Hearing Clinic and 
the Division of safety and 
security all provide Ser\'ices to 
a,c the handicapped. 
Affirmative Ac: ion's Kay 
Nel~on said IC provides ser-
vices to deal with other types . 
For the future Nelson said 
they are still considering 
several new projects. 
Commenting on IC's 
effectiveness in this area Pat 
said, "The Schools been really 
good as far as making me ac-
ccsible." For the things the 
college can not control, such 
as crowds and the weather, 
Pat added, "You learn to liw 
wirh it." 
of handicaps. 
There are modified fire 
alarm systems in dorm rooms 
and hired note takers for 
students with hearing impair-
ments. .Reader Services may 
be provided for those who are 
vi,11rtlly di~abled. 
YOU ARE INVITED 
JANUARY 28 
Introductior. to ~ondon. 
Questions and Answers. 
Union Job Room, 7~8 pm 
FEBRUARY 3 
Introduction to London. 
Questions and Answers. 
Union Job Room, 7-8 pm 
FEBRUARY 11 
LONDON CENTER PARTY 
Union Crossroads, 8:15 pm 
Chat with former 
London students. 
Slides, Snacks, Beer. 
I.D. Card Required. 
COME BY THE OFFICE ANYTIME 
Muller 218 
274-3306 
Applications Due March 17th 
..... -,;.-·;: . .,:. 
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from. They will bccupy the en-
tire top floor, whicfil will have 
;\ twenty five facul!Y offices, 
it computer space, ad-
·. • ministrative offices, a con-
;! Ference room and a small 
'{- business institute directors ofT 
;,, fice. The business school will 
~ also get the use of nine of the 
¼, new buU<ling's room. 
• 
Where will the business school . 
be in about ten years, 
~eputation-wise, enrollment-
wise, etc.? 
Presently, there are roughly 
I ,000 business majors, 150 
business minors and 200 to 250 
students in other business 
programs. This places the 
business school second in size , 
to H&S with the School of 
Communications · ranking 
third. 
,: 
t 
t~ 
The size of Ithaca's business 
school will most likely not 
change. However, I do an-
ticipate an increase in both its-· 
quality and reputation. The 
accounting program directed 
by Professor Aniello Massa is 
presently on a par with all 
other schools. I expect the 
business school overall will 
become one of the best in- the 
Jamie co~tends, 'The business school is presently underrated. 
east and certainly in New of 35-to-l. 
York. One of the things which 
accounts for the strength and 
capacity of the business school What role does your club--The 
is its economically ef- Business and Accounting Club 
ficient/student/teacher ratio -and the other business clubs 
CRABTREE STUDIO Z 
FINE HAIRCUTTING AND 
CHEMICAL SERVICES 
FOR MEN AND WOMEN 
FOR APPOINTMENT AND 
CONSULTATION CALL 
273-2023 
310 EAST ST A TE STREET 
ABOVE THE STRAND THEATER 
Pi Lambda Chi Fraternity 
Invites 
All Underclassmen To 
SOUTHERN 
--ROCK 
NIGHT 
.. 
-=-- - :... . ~.-
play in the business school? 
This year, the B&A club star-
ted a tutoring program for ac-
counting students anq had a 
few speakers. The Investments 
Club had a · number of 
qualified speakers and will co-
sponsor a student/faculty 
mixer party with the B&A 
Club. OH--and the Marketing 
Club has successfully had 
many meetings this past year. 
Although I am aware of a 
few 'well spoken' students 
who would disagree, I thing 
that clubs have a very limited 
capacity in affecting the 
school. I see the primary pur-
pos~ of these clubs as being to 
give stlldents the opportunity 
to improve their resumes and 
provide them with a medium 
to discuss their professional 
interests. 
Does the School of Business 
offer everything necessary to 
sati~fy a business student's 
needs? 
The answer to that depends 
upon the student's objectives. 
Ithaca's business school 
teaches students an amount 
comparable to the country's 
top schools. This is evidenced 
by our high standing on 
nationalized tests and by the 
fact that Harvard Business 
?t'S.~~c>'ft( sE:AcH ... $ij i4 · 
f •• • :: • .. :~;l~-~. ~~' • . . 
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School and Wharton use many 
of the same texts. Thus, if 
students want to go into their 
own · business, Daddy's 
business or just want a quality 
education, I think they're !n 
the right place. Furthermore, 
if it's a student's goal to go in-
to public accounting, I also see 
,110 advantage in transferring. 
lfa student is planning to go 
into graduate school then I 
think there are two facts he 
should consider--Ithaca's 
school of business has placed 
students in all of the top 
graduate schools in the coun-
try. However, the school of 
business is presently un-
derrated. 
Jamie, there's been a lot of 
speculation about the Dean's 
leaving. What's your 
speculation? 
In the past three years, Dean 
Brown has brought the 
Business School a long way 
and almost every busines 
student regrets his leaving. He 
has done just about everything 
he originally set out to do at 
Ithaca and now he thinks it's 
time to move on. 
Jamie, let me ask you, are you 
all business and no play? 
Yes. 
Above Rates Include 7 Nights Lodging at Deluxe Oceanfront Hotels 
Terrace-JOA Lounge 
Januar_y-28. 8:30~11 :00 
Mixer with IC ·s:ororities 
- -
FIN,J\L SPRING-RUSH PARTY! 
',, •'"" 
Optio_n~I 
Depa-rtures: • New York • Phil.-(Met~o) • Was~: DC• Harrisburgh PA 
· • Boston • Providence • Albany NY • Binghamton NY O Hartford 
• Many Qimpus Departures Available ' 
. Add $15 for Upstate NY and New England Departures 
. *FREE Disney World Transportation Excursions 
All Rates are subject to an $ 18 Tax and Service Charge . 
TRtPDATEs 
Feb. 27-M 
··Mar 6 a,. 6 
Mar· 1J -Ma,. 13 
. -M Mar. 20- ar. 20 
Mar 27 Mar. 27 
. -A Apr 3 Pr. 3 
. -A Apr. 10 Pr. 10 
-Apr. 17 
For Further Information & Reservations Contact Your Campus Vacation Associations Representative: 
MI KE FABER - . 607-273-3'190. . . . · · · , 
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1L@olkiing if ®Ir the 'Model' Student 
By Brian Walsh 
Eric Zappia doesn't just 
look at girls, he studies them. 
If he sees what he likes he'll 
step up, without hesitation, 
and ask, "Would you like to 
be a model?" 
Of course Eric doesn't say 
that to every girl he meets, and 
he doesn't say it just to meet 
pretty girls either. For Eric 
Zappia is a modeling scout 
and when he asks a girl about 
modeling he means it. 
Eric Zappia is a twenty year 
old sophomore here at Ithaca 
College, from Buffalo, ..NY. 
_His major is TV & Radio and 
he frequently does the weather 
on Ch.13 WICB-TV. 
Scouting beautiful girls for 
modeling agencies is not as 
easy as it sounds, claims Eric. 
Surely many girls would love 
to be a model but when ac-
tually posed with that 
question, most girls are 
suspicious. 
"Girls always think it's a 
line, they think I am trying io 
pick them up", says Eric. 
"But if they want to know 
more about modeling I tell 
them to give me a call. 1 leave 
it up to them if they want to 
model or not." 
The process Eric goes 
through with the girls he 
scouts is this: Once a girl 
becomes interested in 
modeling Eric either has a 
photography session with the 
girl, or has the girl submit 
photos of herself to him. 
After Eric has a sizeable 
Eric Prepares a perspective model for photograph. 
portfolio of photographs, he 
makes a trip to three New 
York City modeling agencies: 
Elite, Ford and Wilhelmina. 
These are considered the top 
three modeling agencies in 
NYC and also have world wide 
reputations. 
With a portfolio of pictures 
in hand, Eric presents these 
pictures to the agencies. If any 
interest is shown by the agen-
cies more pictures will be 
requested and an interview 
with the prospective model 
will be scheduled. 
If the agencies don't show 
any in,terest in a girl at all Eric 
makes an attempt to sign these 
girls up with private managers 
or theatrical agents. This is 
only done depending upon ·the 
amount of interest or desire a 
girl has in modeling. 
Eries first exposure to 
modeling was when he worked 
in a TV and modeli,ng agency 
in Buffalo. It was there that 
Eric feels he saw a. lot of girls 
with potential for being 
models, who had no way of 
getting into New York 
modeling agencies. With that 
in mind Eric decided to 
become a modeling scout. He 
started Majestic Promotions 
on the basis of helping girl 
models get into New York City 
modeling agencies. 
So what makes Eric so 
special that he has access to 
the three top modeling agen-
cies in New York? L~t May, 
when Eric took his first oor- -
t(olio to New York City it -
received considerable atten-
tion from the modeling agen-
cies. lt seems that Eric had the 
eye for the look New York 
modeling agencies wanted in 
their models. 
Then, in August, the Elite 
Modeling Agency asked Eric 
to be their representative in 
New York's central southern 
tier. Concentrating mostly on 
college campuses, this area in-
cludes Ithaca, Cortland, 
Elmira and Syracuse. The two 
other modeling agencies also 
requested Eric to come back 
anytime he wanted to. with his 
portfolios. 
With all this glamour of 
dealing with tip modeling 
agencies and scouting for new 
models there are'few monetary 
rewards· for Eric. "I find 
managing models to be very 
exciting and rewarding" he 
said. Whatever money Eric 
does make from Scouting is 
only after a model signs a con-
tract with a modeling agency, 
Eric then receives a con.-
mission off of her salary. 
But Eric does have his eye 
set for the future. His own 
aspirations is for someday to 
become an actor of TV per-
sonality. He has no plans for 
owning his own modeling 
agency. ·Surely, some of the 
relationships and connections 
that Eric has been cultivating 
will help him in his persuit of 
becoming an actor. 
When Eric does scout a girl 
he never guarantees that he 
,; 
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will promote her.· ·He does 
promise that he will look at 
her pictures, which is a real 
test for modeling - being 
photogenic. 
But Eric claims that an even 
more important prereq!:Jisite 
for modelipg, besides beauty 
and being photogenic, is to 
have a good personalitY,: 
"Models must deal with 
people constantly, and if a girl 
doesn't have a good per-
sonality, the agencies won't 
want her." _ 
Eric does insist that every 
girl he promotes to a modeling 
agency is }J.andled on an in-
dividual basis. "There are 
many beautiful girls. j3ut not 
all beautiful girls can become 
models, there should b.e a 
unique characteristic that sets 
one girl apar~ from another 
girl." 
What does this modeling 
scout think of the women at 
Ithaca College? In one word 
he sums it up as - "excellent". 
Eric feels· that there are many 
beautiful girls at Ithaca, and 
presently there are two IC 
girls, who Eric scouted, that 
have received interest from the 
New York modeling agencies. 
How does Eric characterize 
the typical girl who could be a 
model? She must be at least 
5'7", widespread eyes, full 
lips, i:i,ice nose, long thfn neck, 
and all in all just very pretty 
features and lines. 
So, here's a warning from 
Eric to all IC women; "Watch 
out, you're being scouted." 
New Ca:mpus Affairs Strives for --Unity 
By Leroy Johnson 
Student government is 
helping to increase the unity of 
the student body. 
The newly elected vice 
president of campus affairs, 
Dina Cohen plans to have 
student concern survey. The 
survey is to find out how 
student government can help 
make things better at Ithaca 
College. 
"We want some'specific in-
put from students regarding 
their need and concerns", 
Cohen said. There will be a 
"student concern" table setup 
next week in Egbert union. 
The result will be sent through 
a computer and will be 
analyzed by Amy Rashin, Sr. 
Business major and Fahri Un-
sal, business professor'. So, if 
yoµ have any concerns be sure 
. and fill one of the surveys out. 
· Student government is also . 
trying to tighten the relations 
with the Ithaca College Com-
munity and the downtown -
community. 
Off Campus Association is 
a sub-committee of student af-
fairs and is headed by Paul 
Leone, Jr. history major. 
They propose to ha".e, in the 
Union, _a bulletin board of off "Pep Club." "For example a 
campus news and to set up a cheering group for sports or to 
Kiosks, an outside infor- · start a marching band," 
mation center, to keep off Cohen said. In addition, 
campus happenings. Also, the Cohen wants to have class of-
Association wants to set up a ficers for all class years. 
landlord review board where Cohen feels that this will unite 
students and landlords can · the school as well as the classes 
better reach each other and more. 
deal with their responsibility "We want to continue t do 
to each other. what we do best, that is to help 
Other ideas are to have a· students," Cohen added.* 
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Saturdays Ttl Midnight-:~ Sundays '8 an,·<G_pm·.-:· · ___ · 
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y Doug Shaller 
Most students here at Ithaca 
o/lege probably ·don't know 
hat a gippe is. The 
allowing, is an inf or-
) national article written to ex-
::;· fain the background and 
·if easons why gippe courses 
;, xist. L Gippe stands for General 
.:~ nstructional Program in 
"' hysical Education. The 
rogram was started by Mr. 
. oscph Hamilton in 1946. At 
',_\· hat time all IC students were 
}· equired to be able to swim 
· .. ~ nd all students were required 
:t O study physical education 
\nlli ourses for two years. 
fHE ITHACAN 
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All gippes are free of charge 
with the exception of certified 
scuba diving. The cost in-
curred· in the gippe covers in-
struction, insurance and all 
aquatic gear. 
According to Mr. William 
Ware, Director of the gippe 
program, one of the highlights 
of the gippe program is the ex-
lJ The phys. ed. curriculum 
;i~ ffered an interesti?!:: _vari:tY 
:·lof spQrts_ and act1v1ues m-
. ~ ice hockey and 
oftbaTI: Phys. Ed. teachers 
Gippes are designed to provide a taste of different sports. 
il 
. cellent instruction provided by 
the highly qualified instruc-
tors. Students can expect to 
receive plenty of individual in-
struction since the instructors 
are always willing to help 
students solve any problem 
that may arise. Gippes are of-
fered each block on a Monday 
through Thursday basis and 
are 50 minutes. Students 
receive .5 credits for gippes 
and are allowed up to 6 hours 
of gippe credit. 
laced students into different 
ctivities corresponding to 
tudent abilities. 
In the early 70's the study of. 
hysical education and the 
bility to swim was no lon·ger 
andatory of IC students. 
he general instructional 
graduating from high school, 
many students neglect par-
ticipating in sports. By taking 
gippes students can get back 
into the swing of things in a 
competitive or noncompetitive 
atmosphere. 
defense. The strU<..:ture of this skiing. In flytying students 
gippe includes mental and learn the craft of constructing 
physical techniques including ··artificial flies used to attract 
thought control, throws, ex- ·and catch fish. Students may 
capes, strikes and blows to proceed by taking stream-
defend against one or multiple fishing, where the_ir feet wet 
assailants. here and spend two Saturdays 
The 790 students who 
enrolled in gippes, last block, 
show evidence of the growing 
popularity of gi,Rpes. 
According to Dave 
D' Amico, Gippes "help 
release the tensions and 
anxieties that btRid -up from 
the pressures of school work 
and because they're fun." 
The majority of the gippes are 
coed. When I asked Coach· 
Faulkner if he thought the 
gippes provided a social op-
port unity, he said "Ab-
solutely, absolutely!•• 
rogram in physical education 
as modified and today is 
opularly known as GIPPE. 
The purpose of the gippe is 
to give students a taste of dif-
ferent sports which can have 
lifetime value for them. After 
Included among the 32 gip-
pes offered at Ithaca College 
·are dance gippes which include 
ballet, tap, disco and dance 
exercise. For students in-
terested in learning how to 
protect themselves from 
physically violent situations, 
recommended is personal 
Other gippes include 
volleyball, basketball, 
jogging, advanced life saving, 
fencing, bowling and a host of 
others. 
Two new gippes recently 
added to the list include 
flytying and cross country 
llA .. & ;t:~MI ~ i: . 1 
AG)wil'IWS l'R.AVEL CONSULTANTS LTD. PRESENT 
~BUDWEISER.F. 
B·E·R·M·U·D·A 
COLLEGE WEEKS 1982 
FROM$300 
FEATUllES INCLUDE: 
.A Round-Trip Air Tmneportatkm with Meals ond Beverage Service 
enroute. t 8 Daysfl Nighta Affl,1nmodation in Bermuda. 1 Round-
Trip T~fers between Bermuda Airport and your Acco~modations. 
1 Complimentary Beer-Bucb from Budweiser. Good for: a Free Sur· 
prise. \ Discount Booklet offering Huge Savings in Pubs, S11op, and 
Tourist Attractions. lFree· C.ollege Weeks 1982 Souvenir. 1 Col· 
lege Weeks Activities,~ Beach Party, IJmbo Party, 'Booze 
Cruice, DucoP~,emd~Lmtda. 
A For More Informotion, Ccmt=t CARL STURGES 
277·1664 
O O 
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O O O e 
0GARDEN °APT • • 
fishing in a selected lake or 
stream. 
Several gippes such as tennis 
and bowling, are arranged in 
sequential order so that when 
students develop a certain level 
of proficiency in the sport, 
they may elect to continue 
with advanced classes. 
I 
HUGE HOUSE - $123 EACH 
For 11 Persons 
Hillview Place. 10 Bedrooms, 
Furnished. 2 ½ Baths. Loft-Studio. 
2 Kitchens. Off -Street Parking. On 
Bus Line. 
CALL LIBBY 273-3230 6pm-10am 
and anytime on weekends 
ARE YOU A CONSCIENTIOUS OBJECTOR 
RESISTING WAR IN THE 1980's? 
A slide show and discussion 
Sunday, January 31, 7:00 pm 
Laub Room of Muller Chapel 
sponsored by the J.C., Catholic community 
· /l;•!il l>rir1k.'4 .4nyu:hPrP 
(,r,•fll ·"'''"k·" & ."'tpafmul· 
Jr urm.Frif'ndl_Y AtmosphPrP . 
Sir1,t,a-l,011~ f'ri,l1n-&.'.;u111rd")' 9:.~0 
2027 .,LAT..ERVlLlE RD... . 
: · . . · Open: 
RO'UTE 79 EAST T1"eS:~Sat. 
PHONE !>39-7724 5-l 
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!Ry Stephen Andrade and 
Mary Jo Gay 
not to make the switch to 
computerized methods of 
training, management, and 
Diagnosis, treatment, and 
therapy technology . has 
_provided a whole new cluster 
,. 
,t· 
The job market for health-
related positions, both direct 
health care and administrative 
jobs, is a market which will 
experience significant growth 
throughout the next ten years. 
According to figures from the 
U.S. Bureau of Labor 
Statistics, allied health 
professional openings are ex-
pected to increase well over 
fifty percent by 1990. This_ is a 
market that represents one of 
the largest industries in the 
U.S. today, employing-over S 
million people. In fact, health 
care will have a volume of 
business this year estimated at 
about 280 billion dollars or 
nearly ten percent of the Gross 
National Product (GNP). In 
the near future many issues 
will affect the allied health 
professions to create new em-
ployment markets and expand 
traditional ones. In par-
ticular, the development of 
new technology, the increase 
in the number of elderly in our 
national population, and the 
introduction of alternative 
health care systems will impact 
health employment trends. 
'Health Care's volume this 
year w~ll be nearly 10 per-
cent of the GNP! 
create a new market for 
private care innovations in the 
field of occupational health. 
A good example is that oJ 
private business and industry. 
Many corporate concerns are 
turning towards providing 
employees with preventative 
health care and health 
promotion programs at the 
workplace. Workplace hazard 
reduction, executive fitness, 
employee exercise, and health 
awareness programs are all in-
novations that pay off for the 
look toward alternative health 
care oriented living situation~. 
Many .older citizens are fin. 
ding refuge in planned com. 
munities and shared livino 
arrangements, abandonin; 
their expensive-to maintai~ 
private homes, and rejectinrr 
the traditional nursing horn~ 
option. Career opportunitie, .,. 
for health care professionaJ1 
lie in the challenge to provide 
services and living situations .~ 
that fit the needs of thi1 
growing segment of the 
population. 
A central issue which health 
care facilities will confront in 
the next decade is whether or 
Steven Andrade, an occasional 
contributor to The Ithacan. is 
assistant director to IC's 
Career Planning. 
patient care. For instance, 
Hospital Administrative Ser-
vices, a professional 
management servic<!, provides 
management information 
products designed to improve 
operational performance and 
assist in the decision-making 
process. Large management 
consulting firms which 
specialize in health care con-
sulting also offer oppor-
tunities to professionals in the 
health care industry. Com-
puter oriented health 
management is a fast growing 
business. One of the effects of 
the implementation of this 
new technology is that new 
personnel roles are created. 
Computer technology is 
having its ripple effect 
throughout the entire health 
care field. As the supply of 
technology increases, so will 
the demand for skilled 
professionals to deal with it. 
- 14th 
0t 
0 SATURDAY FEB. 6th. @; 
*Snow Sculture Competition &:;. 
MONDAY FEB. 8th. 
1:00 pm ,,,.,,, •"Musicians in the Pub" 
Front of Union j,,. "Miccaronie& Volcano" 
*Relay Race 
1:30pm. 
Beginning in front of Union 
•Backgammon Tournament 
2:00pm. 
Crossroads 
Refreshments served 
:"":;:---, 
t&1 
I 
TUESDAY FEB. 9th. 
•Information on 
Stereo Purchasing 
11 :OOam - 2:00 pm. 
Crossroads 
' 
i* *Game Night in the 
L<-
,.::-· 
,, . .,,. 
~-: .. 
0 M uscular Dystrophy 
Dance/Marathon 
8:00pm. - 8:00am. 
Union Dining·Hall 
Live Entenainment 
Refreshments Served 
I . Union Games \Room 
n,@ Ping - Pong & Pool f- ·. I Tournament ,>, i WEDNESDAY FEB. 10th. 
1,,,.1 ITTi •Mu~ician, Entertainer 
. ::::~:::~~- I 
12:30 pm. fufil_· 
Front of Union 
"Many Bear" 
8:30 pm.- 11 :30pm. 
Union Dining Hall 
Refreshments 
$1 .00 Admission at the door 
of careers, creating lhe need 
for professionals with advan-
ced technological skills. 
Following developments in 
this one area will point to im-
portant new employment 
markets for the entry level 
professional. 
As the Reagan Ad-
ministration proposes cuts in 
the Federal Health Care 
budget, the private sector is 
beginning to consider alter-
native systems of providing 
health care. The proposed 
cuts for the 1983 budget in-
clude shaving as much as 9.3 
billion dollars from health and 
human services. This news 
dovetails closely with the trend 
that the role of the ho~pital is 
becoming more specialized. In 
other words, many people who 
need health care don't 
necessarily find the help they 
want at the hospital. Put 
together, these two changes 
individual and the 
organization, resulting in 
lower health care costs. 
Another trend indicates that 
clinics and private practices 
are supplementing the 
traditional role of the hospital. 
These developments signify a 
period of transition for the 
health care field, from the 
viewpoint of the professional 
as well as the consumer. As 
costs spiral for traditional 
health care, consumers will 
respond by seeking more cost-
effective ways to maintain 
good health. 
Census trends indicate that 
the American population con-
tinues to grow as do the num-
bers of aged people within our 
ranks. At all age levels, the 
American people attach a 
good deal of value to proper 
health care. Even though only 
about five percent of the 
American elderly are said to be 
in nursing-home facilities, this 
figure will probably rise. 
However, more elderly citizens 
Although efforts abound tc 
contain rising health car, 
costs, there is little doubt th<· 
overall health care costs wil 
continue to spiral. Despiu 
this factor the health care fielc 
will remain a growth industn 
even though some analyst~ e·\ 
pect its growth to slow dowr 
in the 1990's. Skyrocketirf[ 
costs encourage the heahi 
market to continue to see, 
more efficient ways to delive; 
its most valuable and sough, 
after services. Trends like th: 
ones mentioned in this article, 
and others such as oc, · 
cupational health, hos pita .. 
management chains, and per. 
sonal health care groups, in 
dicate the change in thi, 
profession is just beginning. 
Upcoming articles will cover: 
liberal arts students in the em-
ployment market, performing· 
and non-performing arts, and· . 
opportunities in general 
business management. 
68') 
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the Student Activities Board 
where excitement and thrills 
can beat the winter chills. 
~:z-------------._ 
....... 
THURSDAY f'EB. 11th. 
"The AmaLing Krcskin" 
Mentalist & ESP 
8:30 pm. ;Ford Hall 
$2.00 Admission at the door 
Refreshments at intermission 
FRIDAY FEB. 12th. 
•Tug-of-War 
4:00pm. Front of Union 
•Winter Carnival 
"Happy hour" 
In the Pub 
•Skating Party 
11 :OOpm. - I :OOam. 
Cass Park 
•Movie;" Arthur" 
7:00pm. & 9:30 pm . 
T-102 
$1.00 Admission at the door 
:> :-.:...: 
;.:{-:, SATURDAY FEB. 13th. 
/{~ I 
"Broomball Tournamen1 
10:00am. 
Chapel Pond 
• .. lov1e: "Arthur" 
7:00 pm. & 9:30 pm. 
T-102 
$1.00 Admis5ion at 1he door 
SUNDAY FEB. 14th. 
*Flag Football Garnes 
1:00pm, e 
On the quad bet11nd the Union 
•Movie: "Arthur" 
7:00 pm. & 9:30 pm. 
T-102 
•Hall & Oates in Concert 
8:00pm. 
Ben Light Gymn 
$9.00 Admi~sion for I.C. 
0 
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; "We have had no reported 
'rapes on campus where people 
rome down - · where 
' omeone said, 'I've been 
~ raped' and it occurred on 
t campus and we pursued it [and 
' it was proven]. " Louis 
·· Withiam, director of Safety 
/ and Security 
~ "Every time I read 
. somewhere that Lou Withiam 
:. has denied there has been a 
· rape on campus I am so incen-
. sed. I feel like he is denying it 
'. ever happened to me. " an 
' anonymous Ithaca College 
woman who claims to have 
been raped on campus 
In response to an artricle 
which appeared in the Nov. 5 
issue of The Ithacan entitled, 
"Slight Rise in Campu.; 
Crime," a senior IC woman 
called The Ithacan to state her 
case. 
The anonymous caller, who 
would not reveal her name 
claims she was raped on cam-
pus in August 1980. What in-
spired her call at this time, 
over one year since the alleged 
rape occurred was the state-
matt by Director ~f Safety and 
se:urity Louis Withiam that no ac-
tual reported rapes have ocetrrred on 
the IC campus. 
"I didn't call The Ithacan 
to prove Lou Withiam was 
lying or to discredit secprity. 
IC is for the most part a frien-
dly campus, but things do go 
on that people should b<! 
aware of, " she said. 
The particular incident was 
thoroughly investigated by 
security according to 
THE ITHACAN 
Withiam. "It involved a hell 
of a lot of work down here. 
We lived with that case for 
four weeks and we did not 
substantiate there ever was a 
rape." 
"If there is ever a rape on 
this campus," Withiam em-
phasized that he would make 
sure people were aware of it. 
Although there was only 
one possible incident reported 
in August 1980 which could 
have corresponded with the 
unidentified caller's story, 
Withiam along with others in-
volved in the investigation od 
of the incident felt they could 
not discuss anything without 
the woman's name or her 
permission to release infor-
mation. 
According to the woman 
who called The Ithacan, she 
had been walking through the 
Pizzas ]))eBivered to Y ounir IlJ)ooir. ! 
Jhnstt Ask For IFRJEJE JDIRilNlKS 
With yoll.llr Pizzas 
*FOR IC CAMPUS DELIVERY ONLY 
2].ll ELMIRA ROA]l)) 
272-7600 
t 
.. 
r-
upper terraces at "P--
proximately 11 p.m. when she 
was raped. "I was attacked by 
a guy who looked so nice and 
·ordinary," she said. 
It was toward the end of 
August before the majority of 
students arrive on campus but 
when athletes and student em-
ployees have already moved 
in, the caller said. 
"Someone stopped me and 
asked me a question," she 
said, "he dragged me into a 
doorway and that was it.'' 
She said when he first grab-
bed her, she screamed. • "The 
guy told ine to shut· up or he'd kill 
me," she said. 
After the alleged rape, the 
woman said she felt em-
barrassed. "You get demen-
ted -- you kind of get into 
another frame of mind," she 
said. This is why when she 1 
first reported the incident to 
security that evening she 
claims to have lied about what 
had allegedly happened to her. 
"It took me two days to tell 
the truth," she said. The 
health center was not yet open 
when the rape allegedly oc-
curred. She then was admitted 
to Tompkins County hospital, 
she said. 
Tompkins County Hospital 
could not verify this without 
By Leroy Johnson 
' Page9 
knowing the woman's name. 
If they knew her name, a 
hospital worker said, they 
could release the dates the 
caller was admitted to the 
hospital and when she left. 
"When I was first taken to 
Tompkins County hospital I 
said I wasn't raped," she said, 
"then [two days later] I ad-
mitted it, it was too much to 
hold inside." · 
She then went back to 
Safety and Security to change 
the reports she had filed, the 
woman said. 
According to the caller's 
story, the security member she 
spoke with encouraged her to 
"drop it because the trail" was 
already cold. 
"I was so hysterical that I 
agreed, " the woman said. 
After the incident was in-
vestigated and nothing 
proven, Withiam said the case 
was turned over to the health 
center and Martin Rand. 
Rand would not comment 
on the incident. "Because of 
patient confidentiality I am 
unable to discuss the matter," 
he said. · 
• 'The only proven rapes 
we've seen here [at the health 
center] occurred off campus," 
· said J. David Hanunond, dira:tor 
1 
·ofthe Health Center. 
The Amani Singers are having their first International Din-
ner in thf! Crossroads on February 6, from -5 - 8 p.m. 
featuring different Ethnic dishes and there will be an ad-
mission fee of $3.00. For more information contact Michele 
Johnson at 277'-l 101. 
FOR YOUR NEXT HEAD TRIP, 
TRY HAIRY CANARY. WE 
SPECIALIZE IN NATURAL 
CUTS, HENNAS ANri PERMS 
FOR BOTH OF YOU. 
116 N. CA YUGA STREET (Inside the Clinton House) 
273-2221 
Waterbed Mattresses 
Butt Seam Any Size 
Lap Seam 
Safety Liner 
Heater (thermostat) 
frame 
House of Shalimar 
the water!Hll/ peop_/8 . 
Center Ithaca, Commons, Pyramid Mall 
273-·7939 257-2222 
39.95 
59.95 
10.00 
65.00 
50.00 
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Rebate offered 1r~h. llos. ll?s.2_0ni:Ye 
See fue Jostens~ Display at 
.;' ... ,,. ~ . 
' 
;. 
; 
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The lthacon's Guide to Arts and Entertainment 
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Kreskin To. Psyche 
By Michelle Chmielewski 
Out IC 
As a follow-up to the 
childhood game of Huckle 
Buckle Beanstalk, Kreskin lets 
a member of the audience hide 
his paycheck, with the under-
standing that he will forego his 
fee, fo!; that performance, if 
he cannot locate it. One of the 
audience acts as a guide to 
Kreskin by concentrating on 
the· Check's location. No 
words are mentioned. One of 
the oddest hiding places ever, 
was in the upper-plate of a 
man. 
IC . . (D . 0 F I t,!: • acu,ty 
J 
> 
. i 
r 
Robert Richenburh 
Now on display members of the IC 
through February 3 at · Art departm..ent. The 
the Handwerker Gallery is open Mon- _ 
Gallery· in' the Gan- day through Thur-
nett Center is a diver- -, sday from 7 ;-45 am ~c 
se collect1on ·,.of ~- midnight, and on 
twork--by. the··_-faculty· ·.Frj.day until 5:00pm~ 
- ' . ,. -
Student Activities . Board 
Speakers and Fine Arts Com-
mittees will be presenting 
"The Amazing Kreskin" on 
Wednesday, February I Ith in 
Ford Hall Auditorium at 8:30 
p.m. Kreskin is the world's 
most famed mentalist an·d a 
foremost authority in the field 
of Extra Sensory Perception. 
Kreskin is a "scientific in-
vestigator" of the power of 
suggestion and various areas 
of E.S.P. Everything he does 
encompasses natural and 
scientific means. "What I do 
is inherent in everyone, but 
what I have done is learn to 
sensitize myself t.o the reac-
tions and attitudes of people 
around me; under certain con-
ditions, I can sense their 
thoughts as well as influence 
their thoughts." Kreskin uses 
his own personality, per-
suasiveness and sensitivity to 
guide, suggest, direct and 
command in order to project 
thoughts and/or receive im-
pressions. He is the first to 
admit that even he docs not 
understand all the reasons 
behind some of the things he 
accomplishes. 
Throughout his extraor-
dinary development period, 
Kreskin led a normal life as a 
son, student, and playmate. 
He studied to be a classical 
pianist and still retains a fine 
flair \vith the keyboard; his 
favorite music, today, is 
classical and ballads. He was 
an avid participant in sports 
and, presently, is quite active 
in camping and cross-country 
skiing. a serious and erudite 
individual, off stage, he has 
amassed a personal library, 
exceeding three thousand 
volumes, ranging from fun-
damental magic to telepathy 
and parapsychology. He can 
read over seven thousand 
words per minute! 
Shi Off . •, .---· ' ' ~ ~ -~ . ~ ; OW§ ·. -· i \ 
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Record Reflections 
by Robert Cushing 
GOOLEY • CREME' 
··:·· .•·· :. .: ··:·· :·· : .. :: 
. . . .. . . . . . 
. : . . . . ·. . .. : .. . . . . . . :: : : :: : 
..... ..... ~ .. :.. ..... . 
GODLEY & CREME - 'ISMISM'**** 
'rhe:Battle 
SCALE 
••••• - Excellent 
..... · Very Good 
00
-Good 
0
•: Fair 
0
- Poor 
How boring can you get?- Things here in the states are so quiet musically that I'm begin-
ning to wonder whether the only worthwhile things of the past two months are Meatloaf's 
"Dead Ringer" video single along with Abba's "Happy New Year" 
And of course I don't want to disregard "Every little thing she does is Magic" and "Waiting 
On a Friend" as chuntzpah, after all, they are better than average singles. But what can you 
do about it? Let's check into what's happening abroad in your nearby local, irriport bin. 
I'm not going to pretend that this new material· is clearly relative stuff for future 
generations, because in actuality it might be just that. And I want to stress that, musically, 
their past work is in fact their best. I'm talking of course about the original (soundtrack) 
10cc band members Loi Creme, Kevin Godley, Eric Stewart, and Graham Gouldman. It's 
been an incredibly "rocky terrain" for these guys since their split in 1976, but it's been 
challenging to keep up with them during the past six years. 
Godley & Creme departed in hope of marketing the gizmo- the wonder box attachment for 
·the guitar and bass. No one seems to know what has happened to the gizmotron and, even 
stranger, it doesn't even seem present on their latest outing, lsmism. Consequences just 
about said it all in three albums, whereas L and Freeze Frame (here's where the J. Geil's 
Band gets their ideas from!) are artistic stomping grounds for throwing aside popular 
tradition. "Love It" or "Don't Understand It" seemed to be the response to these two 
fellows, and I must say it takes much to admire them for what they do, (whatever it is, they 
do it awfully well). lsmism is the perfect album for Loi & Kevin, for fr has allowed them to 
see the limitations of experimentation while culminating the accessability of the fashionable 
idiom known as "pop." Two British top ten singles exist here, and they are extremely attrac-
tive songs. Under Your Thumb (sorry, no relation to Mick & Keith's ditty) is a superb 
narrative of frustration and fantasy that tells the tale of a wandering Britisher lost on a sub-
consciously stationary train. Musically it is simple, and yet complex, relying heavily on.elec-
tronics to accompany Kevin's gorgeous vocals. And of course, Wedding Bells, the kind of 
half-hearted r&b pro-platonic tune you'd expect only from the Godley & Creme of yester-
year. The others, Sale Of The Century-and The Problem being standouts, are exceptional in 
their arrangements and for their thought-provoking quality. Their sly humor is quite intense 
and probably will not hit home with a lot of innocent listeners. But don't let that dissuade 
you from being bold enough to get Ismism--it is ,truly impressive and fulfilled album (as 
usual). coJ_1tinued on ~ext ~age 
MARTY BEAR 
(S(SThe Voice Of The 80's99 
i!l(f l!!@:i~Lij~\~~t~j~!f ,~\>::; ;,!;r1f}t> 
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New Exhibit 
at Cornell 
On February 3r'd, Golden the Museum's Associate 
Day, Silver Night: Percep- Curator. The exhibition is the 
tions of Nature in American third fa an ongoing series of 
Art will open at the Herbert F. collaborative exhibitions 
Johnson Museum of Art, sponsored by six upstate New 
Cornell University, Ithaca, York museums: The Albany 
N.Y. A major exhibition of Institute of History and Art; 
American landscape paintings Albright-Knox Art Gallery in 
from the period 1850 to 1910, Buffalo; Everson Museum of 
Golden Q.ay, Silver Night ex- Art in Syracuse; Memorial Art 
plores the evolution of style Gallery, University of 
during a period of high artistic- · Rochester; Munson-Williams-
achievement. Included in the Proctor Institute in Utica, and 
exhibition of fifty-six pain- the Herbert F. Johnson 
tings are works by forty-one Museum of Art. Works in the 
artists,., among- them Albert exhibition were selected en-
Bierstadt, Frederic Church, tirely from the holdings of 
Winslow Homer, George In- these institutions and the 
ness, John Twachtman, and exhibition will later be on view 
Alexander Wyant. The selec- at each museum. Funding was 
ted paintings attest to the provided in part by grants 
quality of American landscape from the National Endowment 
painting and the diversity of for the Arts and the New York 
interpretation by various ar- State Council on the Arts. A 
tists. Views of New York fully-illustratetl catalogue of 
State, the White Mountains, the exhibitioO:. written by 
the American West, European Gwendolyn Owens and John 
scenery, and arctic icebergs are Peters-Campbell, will be ,_ 
included in the exhibition. available. The exhibition will 
Painting styles range from the close at the Herbert F. John-
careful brushwork of Asher B. son Museum of Art on March 
Durand to the brilliantly- 28th. It wiirthen be on view at 
colored impressionistic the Munson-Williams-Proctor 
technique of Theodore Robin- · Institute from April 19 - June 
son. Golden Day, Silver Night 14, 1982; the Memorial Art 
offers a rare opportunity to Gallery of the University of 
see, judge and compare some Rochester, July 5 - August 20, 
of the finest paintings from 1982; The Albany Institute of 
this important era in American History and Art, September 3 
art. - October 22, l 982; Everson 
Organized by the Herbert F. Museum of Art, November 
Johnson Museum of Art, 12, 1982 - January 9, 1983, 
Goldlm Day, Silver Night was and the Albright-Knox Art 
curated by Gwendolyn Owens, Gallery, January 28 - March 
20, 1983. 
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A~vancement 
WITHOUT 
AN 
ADVANCED 
DEGREE 
·-
~i .·· ~ __ ,Wf 1-:11: 1: ........ ~~ ~__:.I, -:-
-- The 
Institute 
for 
Paralegal-
Training 
235 S. 17th Sl 
Phlladelpht.a.PA 19103 
(215} 732-6600 
Approved. by the 
Ainertcan Bar 
Association 
(?peratcd by Para-Legn! Inc-. a 
l'!:n~~IP Corporation 
College seniors. If you plan to get a job 
after graduation, why not consider 
a profession? 
m In 3 months. we prepare you for 
careers in law, management. finance. 
Ell Our 8 intensive courses are 
nationally recognized for high aca-
demic quality. 
D Over 90% of our graduates ~re 
jobs in their specialties. Over 5.000. 
graduates hold positions in law firms, 
banks and corporations in 11 O cities: 
Cl We provide a substantial tuition 
refund ifwe cannot secure a job for 
you in the city of your choice. 
Guarantee your future. Learn how the 
Institute can help you advance in a 
career. Our representative Will be on 
campus February 18. -
D Jwouldliketoarrangeaninteroiew 
at another time. Please call me at 
one qf the phones noted 
D Please send me lnfonnatton about 
the Institute for Paralegal Tminlng. 
Name _. ------~----Address _________ _ 
City, St.a¥?, Zip ______ _ 
College _________ _ 
'=---~---'''---~----Presentphone Pe~~en_tphon~ 
&:..;;:.;;;;;;;:;;;:;_;;;;;;;;_;;;:;.;=:;;;:;;;;;::;;;;_,;:;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;.:.;;;.;;:;;:;;;:;;;;;;;;;;.:;;;.;;;:;;;::;=_.;;i;:::=:~~=::.:::::a;;;=a;a::;.:;:!I • '';' •: I•• ,J, / " • " ' 
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Pretenders 00 Bart(ll)n Hali Cit::! Satuurdayi 
It wasn't a five-year plan 
exactly, but - that's .. almost 
precisely the arnoun! of time it 
took for Chrissie Hyode to get 
from point A to .... point A. 
1974: American girl, good 
teeth, transplanted to 
England. Employed ~n. a 
freelance basis by well-Icnown 
budgie cage liner the NME. 
Her candor and impatience 
with inusical dreck in print is 
beginnin to launch her towr-
fl, 
"-~....,. ·~; --~ 
ds 'name' writer status. But 
then ... 
Phone call from Paris. How 
would the American girl like 
to sing in my band? "And I 
went, ah; yeah, yeah,YEAH! 
And that's what l;d always 
wanted to do really. No one 
had ever suss~d it before, I 
suppose." 
Chrissie visited a few record 
companies, sold the long-
playing plunder and sailed to 
Paris the next day. Various at-
tempts at realizing the dream; 
a problem compounded by the 
fact that Chrissie spoke no 
French, whilst the opposite 
was true of her colleagues. Six 
months passed and finally, 
literally driven to headbanging · 
exasperation by the fact that 
none of the group had ever 
hea~d of Mitch Ryder, let 
_alone the "Jenny Take A 
Ride" which she was attem-
pting to introduce into the set, 
Chrissie decided to cut anc! 
run. To Cleveland, USA. 
Became part of R&B group 
Jack Rabbit, "which I sort of 
funked up with bits of reggae 
and stuff." These innovations 
proved confusing; people had 
alimony problems. Jack Rab-
bit called it a day and Chrissie 
hitched to Tucson. No sooner 
arrived there than a telegram 
froni the leader of Long-
running French die-hard 
rockers The Frenchies zipped 
her back to Paris for another 
six months. More R&B- King 
Floyd's "Grove Me" for 
example. 
Six months later, Chrissie 
was once more London-
bound, drawn there by the fir-
st rumblings of the punk 
phenonmenon, sent there by 
her growing boredom at the 
Parisian obsession with Keith 
Richards. 
More false starts involving 
people like Mick Jones and 
members of what would 
be~ome The Damned. A few 
months more with Johnny 
Moped's rhythm section but 
still no jackpot. Tilt, tilt, tilt, 
Another six months on ice, 
during which time Chrissie 
was looked after by former 
Move manager Tony Secunda. 
Because of this she was unable 
to accept Nick Lowe's offer 
that she play guitar and sing 
back-up with him on the first 
Stiff tour. 
A tape of one of Chrissie's 
originals, "The Phone Call," 
led to an offer from Dave Hill, 
the~ setting up Real Records. 
Chrissie set about forming a 
band once more. meanwhile 
guesting as backing vocalist on 
LP's by Johnny Thunders, 
Chris Spedding, Mick Farren. 
A drummer named Gas 
came into the picture- and, 
through him, bassist Pet Far-
ndon. Throgh Pete, the 
remaining Pretenders even-
tually emerged. James 
Honeyman-Scott (vocals, 
,guitar, keyboards) and drum-
mer Martin Chambers were, 
like Pete, Hereford boys, 
friends from way back. The 
three of them had played 
together in various local com-
binations, in fact, Hereford 
being the kind of town where 
there's nothing else to do so 
you have to form a band. The 
city's other credits include 
[1=~~;;;;;~£1 
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1occ-- 'TEN OUT OF 10'*"'** *Records con't. from page 12 
.213-9610 
.Fresh fish on 
weekends 
.Gourmet vegetables 
.DeWitt Mall 
.Ethnic night 
on Sunday 
.. Daily specials 
But wat of Eric and Graham? Oh yes, the name 10cc has remained, but it is hardly the 
same band that we once kn~_w. After Loi & Kevin left, they did well by The Things We Do 
For Love, and_eve~ wi~h Dreadlock Holiday. But they never quite made it commercially, 
especially with the non-success of their world-wide tour in I 978. They did not give up 
however. They just simply fulfilled the small demand that was evident and turned out what 
can simply be called -- classy pop. Eric and Graham, as a team, are technicians in the studio 
but popsters at heart. And I must say that their new album, Ten Out Of 10, is their most 
assured outing since Deceptive Bends. There exists at least four potential hits here, and 
wow, the sound is a lush perfection beyond words. It is a digital recording that makes a-hell 
of a lot of sense, since no one comes close to preparing their sound as Eric and Graham do. 
Two things come to mind: First, Eric can do more with his guitar in eight bars than anyone, 
and second, Survivor is simply exquisite, while most of the other material is not far behind. I 
sure hope this stuff goes over well--God knows they deserve it. In the meantime, you can en-
joy this material on your own, and believe me, the music produced by these boys is the most 
heartening among the music scene of yesterday and tomorrow. In the words of Vaughan 
Williams, "How can there be a music of today? Unless we've never heard a sound at all, 
there never will be." 
fine international and original cuisine 
Gau WIiiiams 
DTHACA COLLEGE 
CONCERTS 
'8 fl 0 '8J 
f;eb. n I n 912 
8:i 5 P.M. 
Walter Ford Auditorium 
The Chic:~go Symphony 
Chamber Players -
Woodwind Quintel 
Program: 
Quintet in E flat, Op. 88 No. 2 ........ : ....................................... Re'icha 
Adagio in C Major ............................................................ : .... Mozart 
Two Sketches for Wind Quintet ................................................ Elliot 
. Intermission 
Domenon for Wind Quintet .......................... , ...................... Martinon 
Three Pieces for Flute, Clarinet and Bassoon ......................... Piston 
Quintet Op. 43 ....................................................................... Nielsen 
·Program subJt!ct to c:hange 
,--------FEATURIN.G--------.... 
Donald Peck, flute • Grover Schiltz, oboe and english horn• Gail 
Williams, horn• Willard Elliot, bassoon• Larry Combs, Clarinet. 
TICICETS: Hickey's Music Store, downtown • Finger Lake• Music, Pyramid Mall • 
Egbert Student Union, lth~ca College. • SJ 00-· IC Student•. Sr. Clllzens • SS.00 • JC' 
Focully, Stoff & Admlnlstraflon, Friends ot Ithaca College, olhor students, • s6 DO • 
General Admission 
.... !, 7----:-:-::-:-: ··-.. -. ":"".~.:-~., .,:,.,-~ ...... -.~ .. ~, .~,. -~ .... 
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*Pretenders con't. 
Strongbow Cider, bulls and 
Mott The Hoople, in no par-
ticular order. 
"Stop Your Sobbing" was 
the group's debut 45, recorded 
one wet winter Monday in 
January 1979 at Eden Studios, 
with Nick Lowe in the 
producer's seat. A Ray Davies 
Composition which dated 
_ back tp the early days of the 
Kinks; rather Spectory, but 
might powerful stuff just the 
same. 
With the single having 
winged its way up into the UK 
to thirty, The Pretneders 
spread their name around 
during February/March 
through a little live work, 
mixing a few deftly selected 
'classics' with their own stur-
dily distinctive material, and 
they proved themselves to be a 
tight, tough little combo. In-
deed, by July with their single 
"Kid" (penned by Chrissie 
and produced by Chris 
Thomas) already perched on 
the edge of the top t)J.irty, a 
comprhensive coast to coast 
British tour, was scooping 
them in praise from all quar-
ters of the music world and 
deservedly so. 
The third Pretende~s sil'lgle 
"Brass In Pocket," written by 
Chrissie and James 
Honeyman-Scott, was released 
in November and soared up 
the charts, making it a top 5 
hit around Christmas '79 and 
New Year 1980. 
Their debut album was 
released Januarv 11th, 1980 on 
Real in the U.K. and Sire 
Records in America. A 12-
track album entitled simply 
, 
Pretenders, it was produced·by 
Chris Thomas(Sex Pistols,· 
Paul MCCartney, Pink Floyd) 
and engineered by Bill Price 
and Steve Nye. 
The LP contains just under 
fifty minutes of music and the 
twelve tracks are "Precious," 
"The Phone Call," "Up The 
Neck," "Tattoed · Love 
Boys," "Space Invader," a 
new version of "The Wait," 
"Kid," "Private Lives," 
"Brass In Pocket," "Lovers 
Of Today," "Mystery 
Acheivement," plus the Nick 
Lowe production of "Stop 
_ Your Sobbing." All tracks are 
band compositions with the 
excptions of "Sobbing." The 
album was recorded at both 
Wessex and Air Studios in 
London. 
THEITHACAN 
twice and Europe before 
returning to Britain inOctober 
for another live outing. Con-
certs across the states are sold 
out and the band grace the 
cover of Rolling Stone. It 
comes as no surprise when the 
end-of-year poll by rolling 
Stone magazine gives the Pr-
tenders the best·new artist ac-
colade. 
By November the Preten-
ders begin work on their 
second album in Paris at Pathe 
Marconi. Producer Chris 
Thomas does the honors again 
and the recording engineer is 
Bill Price. One of the new 
tracks written by Chrissie, . 
"Message Of Love," is 
released in Britain early in 
1981. 
While the band continued 
}anuary 28,_ 1982 
working on the ·album, a five Love Boys." 
track EP appropriately titled The Pretenders finish 
"Extended Play," is released · recorking in Britain, once 
in America to satisfy demand. again returning to . Wessex 
Tracks featured are two Studios. Titled Pretenders II 
British hit singles "Talk Of the album. is released world-
The Town" and "Message Of wide in July 1981 and features 
Love," "Louie Louie Had His Day;" 
Love," and their respective a raucous song replete with 
B sides, "Porcelain" and horns;, "l Go To Sleep," 
"Cuban Slide." AS and extra- "Birds 01' Paradise;" a ballad 
bonus, a live version of that rivals "Lovers Of 
"Precious" recorded on Today," "English Roses" and 
August 30th at New York "Bad Boys Get Spanked 
City's Central Park is in- 1 among others_. 
eluded. All tracks are written The Pretenders begin a 
by the band. lengthy worldwide tour in 
The double album, "Con- Britain in July and continue 
certs For The People Of Kam- with tours of America, Japan, 
puchea" . is released, con- Australia, New Zealand and 
taining three live Pretenders Europe. 
tracks, · "The Wait," 
. "Precious" and "Tattoed 
A series of charity concerts 
are held in London just after 
Christmas in aid of the Karn-
puchean refugees. Groups 
featured include the Clash, 
Elvis Costello, and Wings. 
The Pretenders support The 
Who. All concerts are recor-
ded by Chris Thomas. 
C<entcew Ithaca 
Center§ -on IC 
In an uprecendented show 
of strength, the Pretenders 
debut album enters the British 
charts at number one. They 
embark on an extensive British 
tour at the start of 1980. 
The Pretenders arrive in 
America that spring, just as 
their album is on the way to 
turning platinum with the help 
of "Brass In Pocket" which 
shimmies up the top ten. Back 
in Britain a new song written 
by Chrissie, "Talk Of The 
Town," makes its mark. 
Throughout the summer the 
Pretenders are constantly on 
the road touring America 
y Karen Kasius 
There is a cliche in our 
l'anguage which says 
something about a picture 
being worth a thousand wor-
ds. While Anton Chekov may 
clain that is not always true it 
cannot be disputed that often 
times a picture can' say 
something which our 
vocabulary cannot. 
Downtown at Center Ithaca 
in between the Hallmark 
Valentine display and. the 
Deli counter photographs by 
Ithaca College students are 
currently on display. The 
photographs used come from 
the various photography cour-
ses offered at IC; ranging for 
Intro. to Photo to more ad-
vanced and concentrated cour-
ses. There are forty-two prints 
which capture everything from 
landscapes to still lifes to ab-
stract absordities. 
The prints were juried by 
photography professors Dan-
ny Guthrie and Moqte Gerlach 
and their photography 
workshop class. The show not 
only gives IC photographers a 
chance to exhibit some of their 
work but it offers the Ithaca 
residents the opportunity to 
see some of what goes on upon 
the South Hill. 
Many of the photographers 
are not the kind one would 
normally find when leafing 
ITHACA COLLEGE BUREAU OF CONCERTS 
PROUDLY PRESENTS 
SUNDAY FEBUARY 14, 1982 
BEN LIGHT GYMNASIUM 
. 8:00 P.M. 
tickets on sale now in egbert unio~ ! 
through a Kodak filled album 
of collegiate memories. In-
stead what can be found is a 
group of unusual things cap· 
tuied from even more unusual 
angles. 
Included among the various 
photographers presenting their 
individual pieces are seniors J. 
Katz, Linda Nolan, Rick 
Lawrence, Marion Hewson, 
Bill O'Donnell, Ellen 
Friedlander, and Brian Ilg. 
Perhaps the exhibit was best 
summarized by a Center 
Ithaca security guard who in 
regard to one of J.Katz's 
pieces said, "I like it, ... it's 
different, but I like it." 
$9.00 I.C. STUDENTS, $10.00 DAY OF SHOW -
I 
*NO CAMERAS, RECORDING DEVICES, OR ALCOHQJ;IC B~V~RAGES PLEASE 
; 
'• 
' 
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Communicutions 
A limi1cd numhcr nl ,1mk111, will he 
ac,·crncd 11110 1h,· prngra,11, ,,1 the 
School nf Cnmmu111ca11011~ 101 dw tall 
1982 ~cmc,1cr. \pphca11n11, will he 
availahk in 1li.· nl !ice nf 1hc Dean of 
c,,1111111111icat1,m, Monday, I ,·hruan 
1'1. The dcadlim· for appl~ mg 1, 12 
nnon on I nday. Fchruar~ 121h. I he 
folio" mg apph,·,11 i<>n' will he ,1<:.-,·p 
1cd I apphcaii"n' J'r,,111 siude111, ol 
an, othe1 unit, nt' IC "ho "i,h I<> ap 
.,,;. fo1 11 an,kr 10 an~ dcpartnll'III ol . 
the School nf Cn111mu11ica11011,. 
2 appli.:a11011, f1n111 l V-R 11,ajnr, 
and 1lu,i111:,s 111ai<>r, "lw w1,h I<> ar· 
ph lnr 1lu: Cn111111u11i.:,111011 
I\ lanacc111ern 111aJ01. 
J. 3flf)Ji• ;qj,1!1'- ft1Hl1 (. .llh.'111,I ,ll•d 
l'hol<>!!• apll\ 111aj.,,, ,1ml l'd11,a11,•11,1 1 
(\1n1111l11111 .. ·.ni,n1, m.11,,r..., "h,• \\ i-.h ,,, 
appl, l,•r a Bu,11"'" 1\11111>1. 
Faculty Art 
Monday-Wednesday 
Ithaca College Faculty Art Show 
featuring works by Harry McCue, 
David Smyth, Robert Richenburg, 
Gary Wojcik, Salvatore Grippi and 
Kumi Korf. Handwerker Gallery (first 
floor. Gannett Center). Exhibit will 
runthrough Feb. 3. Hours: Mon.-
Wed. from 7:45 am to midnight. 
THEITHACAN 
Minorities 
Minority Profes~ional Night. 
Tuc,day February 2 6-9 p.m .. Union 
Cro\\road~. Thi, y,·ar, gue,1 indmlc 
r,·rrcS<·ntat1vc from law. bu,inc" 
mar~cting. new, media. go,ernmcnt. 
ind11,1rv con~ulting and education. 
Join u, tor an informative and cntcr-
1a111ing evening. 
",\111111al I n,·nd, & 01 her, I\ la,~, 
ti, Ba ..,,npha" ru,·, I ,·h. 2 - <;a1. 
Id, 27. Rc,,·p1, .. 11- \\'ed .. I ch . .1. 7 9 
p1n a1: <.,111,·dk, ·~ n .. n~,h"I'· I 111 Ea,1 
Butlaln S11ec1. ilha,.i. NY 11~,1) 
tC.07> r.1 2.n, 
Miscellaneous 
<;1mk111~ in1L·rc•,t,·J in \luc!yinl,! .11 
1h,· I ,,mlo11 ( \·mn durinc 1he I .ill ·~2 
,e111,·,1e1 11111\t c·,1111pk1c 1lw11 ap 
pli.:arion, and ,,·hcduk an i111c1, il'\\ 
hy l\la1d1 171h I 11r l11nht•1 in,.,, 
111,nion pka,l' cP111a,·1 till' 01 ti.:,· of ln-
1,·1 na1i,•11,il 1'1,,,·r,1111,. Mnlkr ~18. 
, .1.1m,. 
January 1, Allied He,1lth month at 
Career Planning. Our ,pedal ac-
til'llic, include guc,t ,pcakcr,. 
new,lcucr,, ~pccial di~play, and an 
open invitation to all Allied Health 
,tudcnt~ and faculty to ,top in and ,cc 
what', happening. 
Open Group at O.A.R., 7:30 pm, 
every Tuesday at OAR, 403 North 
Plain Street. People who have been in 
jail or prison can share problems and 
work together on solving them. Call 
272-7885 for information. 
Improve your ·memory: 
Ordker ttfhn§ memo board 01ow-beforne yotUJ ifoirgett2 
SEAGRAM DISTILLERS CO., N.Y C-AMERICAN WHISKEY-A BLEND 80 PROOF 
Sev('n Up aM 7UP aretracJemarksofthe5evC'n UpCompc1ny 0 1982 
January ·2s, 198.~ 
Speakers 
The Ithaca College !\lar\i\1-
I cmini.,t Spcal.cr., Sc·rics will c·ominu,· 
nn Thur\day. January 28 at 8 pm in 
·1exwr 103 "hen l'l1c1rie l\1n•a1•a 
~peak, on "II I Hadn't Come nu,. I 
Wouldn't Ha,c Come Bad: I c,hia11 
re1nini,111 and fhinl \\',,rid Cuhural 
ldcr11i1y.'' 
1\ln1al,!a i~ ,·di101 nf "A ll1id~,· 
''ailed My Back.·· a c,,lkc·1 ion 01 1hird 
"<>rid women', wrnllll!' ab,,1,, 
k111inis111. The k,1ure ,, fi,·,· and open 
'" 1lw public. 
The ,c•ri,•, will .:ondu,k ,,11 Ma, d1 
:!4 when Tcmma Kapla11. a 11w,,.hc1 "' 
1h,· h1,1<,ry la.:ulty a1 1hc U1m,·1,11~ "' 
l alif01 nia at Lo, Angck,. ,p,·a~, "11 
"P,,pular l'uhure. Clas, and <icndc1 
in I a1iy 20th Cenllll\ Spain and 
ilah ·• Kaplan ha~ wri11,·n \\ldl'I, on 
1'" rd,11i,,11~hir b,·rne,·n a11a1d11,,11 
.,nd kn11ni,111. 
I h,· !\ la, :-.is1-Fcmi11i,1 ",p,·.i~,·,, 
"'l'lll"'i. in ii"' l'iµhth year, i, ,,1ga11i1, .t 
h 71llah Ei\l'11,1,·i11. a",,,ia•,· 
p1<•1e,,01 <>I pPli1i.:~. 
Exciting Career 
Opportunities in 
Montessori 
AJ!,!,f.h,!!!I 
Teacher Training Program in Ph1ladelph1a. 
PA & Ithaca, N.Y. Call or Write: 
AERCO Montessori Teacher Tra,mng 
1400 E. Willow Grove Avf.' • Ph1ta., PA 19118 
Phone: (215) 233-0141 
'HICKEY'S 
2015 TIOGA ST 
ITHACA.NY 
272·8262 
THE 
· Music Store 
Fireplace 
Accessories 
the iron shop 
on the commons 
272-5101 
Plant 
sale 
*Great Prices 
* Great Quality 
*Great 
Selection 
THIE 
PLANTATION 
114.lthaca Commons 
273-7231 
TI1urs, Fri till 9 PM 
Sunday 11-4 
Juii"uary 28, 19~2_ 
Skiers 
SKIERS: Ski packages through J.C. 
Ski Club are still available 10 anyone, 
student or staff. Just go to Greek 
Peak ticket office and explain that you 
are from I.C. and would like to pur-
chase a package. 
A.LSO: anyone interc.:s1cd in skiing 
Mt. Trcmblant, Quebec, Canada, 
March 6 & 7, contact Fran Rodgers at 
212-9808. 
For those who haven't picked up 
their packages, you can get them at 
Greek Peak, except for those pur-
chased bdorc October 16, in whkh 
case you must contact Scott at 277-
0480. 
WANT TO GO SKIING?! Ski Club 
ticket available very cheap! Includes 
bus transportation, lift ticket and 
lesson for Tues. night Feb. 2 -- If in-
terested call 273-5037. 
Ski Club Membeers (anyone who pur-
chased ski packages) please come to 
Dillingham lobby at 7:00 tonight for a 
picture for the Cayugan. 
Cinema 
Thursday, February 4 
"Women Direct," a film series of new 
works by women, premieres with 
"The Dozens,' a dramatic feature 
produced and directed by Christine 
Dall and Randall Conrad. There will 
be a discussion led by Patty Zimmer-
mann, assistant professor of cinema 
and photography, following the film, 
7 pm. Textor 102. 
Poetry 
We wlcome poetry, prose, and black 
and white drawings. The deadline for 
submissions is Friday, Februa..-y 26th, 
at 5 pm, and all entries can be dropped 
off in the Writing Lab, 126 Gannett 
Center. 
Also, we will be having an organiz-
tional meeting on Thursday, January 
28th, at 8:00 pm in the Gannett Cen-
terr lounge area. 
N = Nabenhauer Room 
Music F = Ford Aucfitorium 
Internships 
Internships, Internships! 
The New York City government an-
nounces their Urban Fellows Program 
and Summer Management Intern 
Program. Interns work in areas such 
as city financing, economic develop-
ment, and urban planning. To qualify 
students must have a permanent home 
addr.ess in New York City, For more 
information and applications contact 
Marjorie Rifkin Flynn, Director, Ur-
ban Fellows Program, Dept. of Per-
sonnel, 220 Church St., N. Y ., N. Y. 
10013, or call (212) 233-0489. 
The American Asmciation of Ad-
vertising Agencies announces the 1982 
Minority Student Fellowship 
Program. This paid intern~hip is 
designed to provide students with 
realistic job experience in a par-
ticipating agency. For application~ 
and information contact: Catherine 
F. Preston, Special Committee on 
Equal Employment Opportunitie~. 
American Association of Advertising 
Agencies", 666 third Ave. N.Y., N.Y. 
10017, (212)682-2500. 
The Allentown Sacred Heart 
Hospital Center announces their 1982 
summer internship. Allied Health 
students gain on the job experience in 
this paid pre profcs\ional program. 
For further information and ap-
plications write or call: Educational 
Development Department, Allentown 
and Sacred Heart Hospital Center, 
1200 South Cedar Crest Blvd., P.O. 
Box 689, Allentown, PA. 18105, (215) 
321-2026. 
Information booklets concerning 
Summer Job opponum11e, arc 
available at Career Planning. Supply 
i~ limited, act soon! 
Blood Donors 
Tompkins Coun~y Chapter of the 
American Red Cross bloodmobile visit · 
sponsored by Pl Lambda Chi frater-
nity. 10 am to 4 pm. Terrace Dining· 
Hall. 
THE ITHACAN 
Career Planning 
The Career Planning staff welcome 
students and facuhy back to campus 
with a full schedule of seme~ter ac-
tivities. All workshops, seminars, and 
special activities are covered in detail 
in the current issue of the "Career 
News" available now at the Career 
Planning Office, first floor, Gannet I. 
Please note: The Resume Critique 
Clinics will be offered this semester on 
Monday's 3-4 p.m. and Wednesday 
evenings 6-8 p.m. 
Students who are interested in par-
ticipating in the on-campus recruiting 
program MUST attend the "Orien-
tation to Recruiting Workshop". 
Students are required to submit com-
pleted re,umes when signing up for 
recruiting interview,. Don't wait, fir;t 
come first serve and av'lilablc space; 
are filling quickly. Among our newly 
scheduled recruiters are: Pannell, 
Kerr and Foster, Accounting, Friday 
February 9; Syracuse Newspapers, 
Writer,, layout etc., Wedne5dav 
February JO; Sterling Winthrop 
Research Institute, research chemi~t. 
Thursday, March 18. 
Spend spring break shadowing the 
profe~~ional of your choice. I 982 
Career Planning Externship program 
offer, one week placements 
throughout the country in such fields 
as bminess, industry, computers, 
health and social services, media and 
many more. Placements arc limited, 
apply early. Stop by Career Plam for 
more information, deadline January 
30. 
Considering a career in advertising 
or public relations? Join us for the 
1982 Advertising and Public Relations 
Career Conference, 10 be held in the 
Egbert Union Cros~roads on Thur-
sday, February I Ith, 10';30 a.m. ro 
3:00 p.m. The conference is designed 
to give new professionals a first hand 
look at the profession through the eyes 
or practitioners in the field. A ,mall 
registration fee will be charged. 
Registration forms are available at the 
Career Planning Office. 
The Peer Career Counselors are 
back in action. These specially trained 
students arc available to help students 
with all their , career planning 
questions. Need a resume critique? 
Need an open ear? Check the Peer 
Career Counselor schedule at the 
Career Planning Office. They arc also 
.,vailable for outreach programs in 
you dorm or club. 
Workshops for the next two weeks 
include: 
One to One: Succc,sful Interviewing 
Skills, Monday, Jan. 25, 1-2 p.m., 
GIIS 
Creating a Credential File, Monday, 
Jan. 25, 1-2 p.m., GI 11 
Career Exploration Worbhop, Wed-
ne,day, Jan. 27, 3-4 p.m., GI 14 
Orientation to Recruiting Inter-
viewing, Thursday, Jan. 28, 8:30-9:30 
p.m .. Gill 
Getung Chosen: Job Search 
Strategics That Work, Wed,mday, 
Feb. 3, 1-2 p.m., GI 11 
Please sign up in advance at the 
Career Plannin!! Office, ht rJoor, 
Gannett. 
Concerts 
The Cayuga Chamber Orcl1e,1ra 
undc1 Karel Husa will prescn1 i1s four-
th :,,ncert in the c11rrL·n1 ~ub\l rip11on 
,cm, in Ithaca College's l·ord Hall 
Audnorium at 7.JO pm on Sunday, 
Fch1 uary 7. ft11 mer conccrtn1aster 
Wan, ick Lister, who now rc,idc, in 
Be, hn, will rejoin th<" CCO aG k,11urcd 
,0101,t in Mozari ', A-maJoi' , 1olin 
c1,nccrto. Also un the program are 
Schubert's Fifth Symphon~ and 
Stravm~ky'~ "Pulcinc.:lla"' Suuc 
All 11cke1s arc S4 on advan,ed ,ales; 
at !he door the~ "ill be S6 (S4 for 
~tudl·111s and ,en1,,r ci111rn-J. 
A,ailablc at Eghen Union, Willard 
Str:n!c',ht, Hich~ ·,. Rn1'1,d1ild's, 
Lng,,,, and J.W. Rhudt''· 
Tuesday, February 2 
Senior piano recital by Clair Gonta. 
8:15 pm. Ford Hall Auditorium. 
Pa_g_e_p 
Sunday, January 31 
Duo-pianists Daniel Sabo and Victoria 
Ebel will perform works by Mozart, 
Debussy and Messiaen. 3pm. Ford 
Hall Auditorium. 
Monday, February I 
The 1981-82 Ithaca College Concert 
Season continues with a performance 
by the Chicago Symphony Chamber 
Players Woodwind Quintet. 8: 15 pm. 
Ford Hall Auditorium. Tickets ($3, 
Ithaca College students and senior 
citizens; $5, Ithaca College faculty and 
staff, Friends of Ithaca College and 
other students; $6, general admission) 
can be purchased at Hickey's Music 
Store, Finger Lakes Music and Egbert 
Union on the Ithaca College campus. 
Duo-piani,1, Daniel Sabo and Vic-
toria I hl"I. wh,, have performed a1 
~,·,·cr,ii college, and uni, er~itie, 
a, ound the countn. will pc, r,,rir a1 3 
pn, . ,11 Su11day, Jan. 31 u, 11 ha,a 
Cnlkec', Fo1d Hall Auditorium 
\f,mh,·,- of1hc 11·u~ic fa,·ufl, a1 the 
U1p1c1,111 of Colorado, Saho and 
Ehc.:l "ill pe1fp1111 "Sonata 111 C 
MaJ01 ·· hy M,vari, "En blanc L"I 
nP11"' ny Dcbu"y and Jilt' ,elclom 
hca1,I ··v1,ion, dl· l'Amen·· by Oli1ie1 
Ml "iacn The c, ,nccrt i, I. l l" and 
open 10 rhc publ1, 
.\ ~radua1c ,,1 St. 01:il ( "liege 
(MN): Sabo i, cwrently a d1K·1rnal 
s1u.len1 a1 the l;n,versity nr Cnlorad" 
where he ha, been an in-i1 lllJOr llf 
piano ,1nce 19T. ,\ spcc1alJ,, 111 201h 
cc1111111 n:u,ic. Ile was recc,n ly :l\l a, -
dcd a· \fi11ne,01a \tatc ,\,is lloa1d 
G1a111 10 J)L'I lnitn "V,,i,,n... dl.· 
)',\n,e11"' in >il'c'C recital- ', ,im-
nL l•la 
,\ .,i,1duat,· ol 1he lJni,c·si·~ of 
(",,In, .ll!•'. Ebel .:omplctcd 1!1 adua1 · 
w0·, la,1 ,princ" w11h renownl'd p1ani~, 
1-1 ·wai., Ka1r ,II 1hc.: U1111c1,:I\ .. r 
M1n11e~o1.i ~hl" ha, bec11 "rantc:c! a 
R,,,,uy hterna11Pn,il Scho1,•:,h , r , 
I·UJi>i'' ,111 '>rnd1 •111, ycar. 
B,,1!, I'' ,n1~1, 11lil begin ,111 it·· '"th 
~\,\Inc.. l .,rrod·\.lt.• ...... taen in P 11-- l::1 11..·• 
Saturday, Febru,iry 6 
Senior composiuon recital by Scott 
Porter. Noon. Ford Hall Auditorium. 
Junior voice recital by Jennifer Saun-
ders. 3 pm. Ford Hall Nabenhauer 
Room. 
Wednesday, February 3 Faculty chamber concert featuring 
Faculty cello recital by Einar Holm. Ann Rylands and Darrel Barnes. 8:15 
8:15 pm. Ford Hall Auditorium. pm. Ford Hall Auditorium. 
Theatre/Films Lectures/Seminars Meetings Sports Etcetera 
January 29 January 28 Janu,1rv ~8li29 
Faculty Chamber Recital, 
8:15 pm (F) 
S.A.B. Film - Stunt !!an, 
Textor 102, 7&9:30pm. 
Admission charged. 
Orientation to 
Recruiting Interview-
i!!g_, Gannett 111, 
J,rnuary 28 
Introduction co the IC 
London Cent~,Job-
Room, Union, 7 pm 
Women's Sw1i1m:..!..!.!.g, v=i. 
rl .. bcua_u:__J_, .!.& i 
·,1Lult·,· Art...,.l 1 rks, 
H.1ndwerkcr (,;i Ii ..,r 
C,111nl't.l Ct·n!..l'r 
January 30 
Senior Piano, ~.,_ Kibbe, 
2 pm (F) 
Grad. Saxophone,~ Kling, 
4 pm (F) 
January 31 
Duo-Piano Recital, 3 pm 
(F) 
February I 
Chicago Symphony Wood-
winJ Quintet, 8:15 pm. 
Admission charged. 
Februar;x 2 
Senior Piano, C. Gonta, 
8:15 pm, (F)- --
February 3 
Faculty Cello, ~ l!olm, 
8: 1.3 pm (F) 
January 30 
S.A.B. Film - Stunt Man, 
Textor 102, 7&9:30pm. 
Admission charged. 
January 31 
S.A.B. Film - West World, 
Te:ittor 102, 8 pm.---
Admission charged. 
February S 
S.A.B. Film - Escape 
from New York, 
Te:itto~02,7 & 9:30pm. 
Admission charged. 
LOOKING FORWARD TO: 
The Fantod: A Victorian 
Re~ February 16 
to 20, Main Theatre, 
8:15 pm. Admission 
charged. 
8:JO am. Career Plans. 
February l 
MACY*S Special Career 
Seminar, Gannett Ill, 
7 pm. Career Planning. 
February 2 
Recruiting, MACY*S, 
sign up at Career 
Planning. 
Minority Professionals 
Night, Crossroads, 
Union, 7 pm. Spon-
sored by Career Plans 
and E.O.P. 
February 3 
Get ti.!!£. Chosen: Job 
Search Strategies 
chat Work, Gannett 
Tu, 1 pm. Career 
Plall1ling. 
compiled by the 
Office of Campus 
Activities - mlz 
Delta Phi Zeta Rush 
Party 
January 31 
Sigma Alpha Iota Rush 
Party 
February I 
ASPA, Crossroads, Union, 
9 pm 
Februarv 2 
Student Government, 
Union Dining Hall, 
8 pm 
.!f ~ Suppoct, 
Demotte Room, Union, 
9 pm 
Februarv 3 
Introduction to the IC 
London Cent"cr,-J-ob 
Room, Union, 7 pm 
Univ. Hoch~ster, 7pm !,.\) 
~'°"~~ ~?Y-IJ!!.g_, IC 
I11vitalio11nl, l 11··: 
Swim~, vs. RIT, ipn (·\' 
'."..~_stl,_~~, ·:s. RIT/R!'I. 
I pm (,\) 
il.1skes_~.:i_l_l, vs. St. 
Lawrence, '.l pni 
Won1en's l~asketball, ~~. 
Kiagara, 5:30 pm (A) 
Indoor Track, vs. Cort-
land/Bin-;,J;a,nton (,\) 
Feb_r_~_,1_ 
Women's Basketball, v~. 
-Nazareth, I pni (,\) 
£_~~-r:,u~ 
JV Basketb<lll, vs. 
--Alired,6pm (H) 
Women's Swimraing, vs. 
Cortland, 7 pm (,\) 
Basketball, vs, Alfred, 
8 pm (II) 
February 5 
JV Basketball, vs. 
-Cornell, 6 pm (H) 
Women's Basketball, vs. 
St. Bonaventure, 7pm(A) 
Basketball, vs. RPI, 
8 pm (H) 
; fL'L'J... ,\_1~_,!-_\~J' l y_..., 
IJ_,,~,' 
"l1n1 :-;Pnior :·.1sh1011 
- ~ill)\~~- -c-~:)· ~ ~-r-n-.~:i !:~: i 
ii1; l I vr l.Llllll,'l·, 
t:111 ()I)' 9 p1·. 
_'-,ptlll!-,lll"t!J :,v .\/.~. 
iSJ1.1od drive. J~r-
t"dl L~ iJ1.n 111)~ !i,.1 I 1 , 
10 .iri to ', pm. 
Sp,,ns,c>red !,-,· 
1'1 L.1mbd..1 Chi. 
Laurie ~edvtn, 111 
~tl,-e--1'~.-- ·.;ron-
sorec.l by S.,\.l\. 
Cro"sroac.ls. 
Open Mike Kight, 
Crossroads/Buffer 
Lounge, Union, 
8 pm. Sponsored 
by S.A.B. 
Admission charged 
', 
., 
...... 
.,· 
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Dons, 
Thinking of you while we're taking 
our "Jeffy walk" to the Ithacan. 
Thought of the day: Don't dance with 
4 ft. men. 
Miss you 
Jenny, Holly, Susie 
'jimmyK., 
Happy Birthday! Now you're legal 
in good ole Pa.!!! Have a great day!!! 
Love, 
Karen 
Paee 18 fHE ITHACAN January 2~. 1 
Numba J - why not Greenie D? 
Ellie Essie, To All Hoscheads There once was a guy named Lostag, Drink champagne and dance all 
"Someday we'll look back on thi"< G'D C R Who's hair looked like a birds nest night.· ,hee, hee, heell! I can't wait 
, ay oo oo Coo Coo, Coo 
and it will all seem funny!" Are you R snag, until tomorrow 11 a.m., at least this 
oo Coo... Take off to the Great · 
ready to do some shots when you White North.Coo Coo He hides in a room, way we'll get to see each other ... and 
finish Scarsdale? Like, we'll go to O'kay In a place for a broom, see each other ... and see each other .. 
Malibu and hug! The Hoscr The Rainbow dubs him IDIO-FAG. .off to DC and Sumarap they go, how 
II========~======~==~=============~·~==============~ they will return nobody knows!!! or ad you so brutally and speech com-
Gimby-
Hcre's to big bucks, great sales pit-
ches, and a great semester. .. I mean -
what docs cum laude mean if w,:'rc 
rich anyway?? Ding Dong-
Love ya, 
Gorson 
Cory& Jim-
What was that bowling score?? Bet-
ter luck next time ... 
MP 
HeyGoody-
1 never knew you were such a good 
wrestler-
Idiot Brain 
municationally put it: could this be 
the speeding up of apocalypse ... I'm 
only totally, totally joking!!! 
LoveUtagc 
Chippies-
I just want you to know that we arc II================~ D- going to have a great Christmas thi, 
==============~ Without you here, there's no one 10 Only Quacks shoot Ducks- year. 
KT in London, watch that I don't go wild-- Uh-oh!! Do You!?! . I love you very much! 
HeyCutie-
Momin ... Whcnevcr your near I 
hear a Symphony! Thanx for th.: 
flowers - I owe you a double Smirnoff 
"The Snooper" • 
Kevin&Bob, 
How about a game of cards? My 
rug's a mess!!! Also, next time you 
peel your own oranges, and take off 
We all miss you lots here in the Pub !MY & LY, Signed 
- But we know that you're doini fine S we'll sceee'ya To the Landon Staff.'. 
drinking those½ pints and being your 1~===============!!11="=;============='!!!.=':!=~=====':!========;======;======/II Thanks for a great party!! 
wild self. H signed 
Your fellow Pubbics Wendy, Jeanne, and Robin, Guy Lombardo 
Hey Mo and Jaudc-
Stop that BURPING!! Let's all get 
drunk sometime ... Soon-
Jeidi and Henny 
We arc fooling around with 
everyone and enjoying "every little 
thing." 
Explanation later. 
Love, 
Susie, Jenny, and Stabily 
To Tim, Mad Dog, Faughnan-
Roses are red, violets arc blue, your 
pockets smell like tuna and so do you. 
whatevers on them!! ll==================~t==============~======ff 
DANCE 
MARATHON 
TO BENEFIT 
MUSCULAR 
DYSTROPHY Love, The W-0-M-A-N 
To my best buddy in London, 
~=====::':!:========~ I really miss you, kiddo! I miss 
Sue, HAPPY BIRTHDAY (better late 
than never!!) We still have to 
celebrate, so get ready for the 
weekend! 
V.J.W. 
Love ya, 
K. 
GO FOR IT!!! 
Landon 2nd floor-
Let's make this sem~ster even better 
than last .. .lt'll be hard, but we can do 
it! 
RA 
"just laughing"! The liquor business 
is great - drink a pint & toast, "Herc's 
to you, and here's to me ... " 
ILY&MY!! 
Kay's 4th daughter 
Lizzie-
Have a happy birthday Sunday! 
!LY 
Qs 
TC, 
Wanna watch another movie in my 
room without the popcorn - but with 
the other hors d'oeuvres? 
Love, 
Qs 
Kerry and.Joanne, 
Looking forward to your company 
on our Friday rides to Binghamton. 
, We'll have to have our own little hap-
py hours. 
See you bright & early tomorrow. 
Susie 
To Henry's Mom, 
Me & Suz miss you so much! We're 
making sure that Lei takes good care 
of Henry. Also, they"re keeping up 
the pothead tradition! 
Hope you're having fun! 
Hey Bird, 
Tingles!?! 
?Ingles 
Love, 
Ted 
Feb. 6-7 
Bpm-Bam 
in the Union Dining Hall 
PRIZESAND 
DANCE CONTESTS! 
Two people cq.n win a 
trip to Aruba! 
Supported by the J.C. P. T. 
Association & S.A.B. 
6
'Take a Minute"' 
Valunteers 
INleeded 
for 
Special Childrens 
Center 
Swim Program 
For more info 
call Mary Ann Green 
272-5891 
A:rm § iw ®Jr tlln ce § 1t1lll dl <eim 1t (C ([J) 1m c®ll°Illl §1uurw ce y 
§JP)@ Inl § (ll) Jr<e <rl1. 1h y § ltll! di. e fill "lt Go ~T cern mrn ® 1n1 tt o W ce 
waumlt 1t® lk:im<nrw how J<D>IDl :if eell aho1llltt 
w siwn <n> 111l§ ~ a:inm pnm§ issues § u clh ai § IHI ortut§inn g 
Msicke'} and Pa:rrk.inngo 
66T: Ik· T · U 99 1 a, - o § 
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RACING 
TEAM 
NEEDS 
MEMBERS 
Pagel!.> 
~~~--=-~;=:===~=::=~~~===:=~~~~~::=~~~!:'~-::::~...L.1::,! ----.a.Ri!--=-=:!i 
. lfyou.-wan~to-sound offa~oiifsports, add-ress ie.tters to V.i'.T.B., the Itba~/o Landon Hal! "-----------
Racing Team, with new en- petitive team so -that it can pete. petitive alpine skiing contact 
thusiastic members is making start next year as a recognized Other colleges the team Mark Saydah at 273-i 157 or 
a comeback. Organizing and and established part of the hopes to compete against in- Renee Knapp at 273-1157. 
drawing new members into the sports clubs in competition at elude Cornell, Syracuse, Presently are two of the teams 
exciti~g sport of competitive Ithaca College. SUNY Cortland and organizers. If you ha'>'e any 
alpine skiing is one of the If all works out as planned, Binghamton, Elmira College, questions or know anyone 
club's objectives, but effective the team will be competing in Hartwick. Oneonta, and other who is interested, please give 
publicity and abundant mem- slalom and giant slalom events schools depending on their us a call. We're looking for 
bership is necessary in order to against o'ther college clubs at club status. support from the entire.college 
do this. The team is presently Greek Peak and other ski These are · just the community to help make the 
' d" i To the E 1tor: 
in its infancy stage. By the end areas. If necessary it plans to preliminary plans for the club. Ithaca College Racing Club .an 
-0f the 1981-1982 school year travel to the .Adirondack In order to make it a complete active part of the sports 
we hope to have established a Mountains to Gore and success it is vital that those program again. •i After an absence of 10 
""' the Ithaca College highly organized and com- Whiteface in order to com- whp are interested in com- Mark Saydab 
,r"· . 
. ,,• 
'{ 
,._,._.,.,,., .... ~~vr• 
,:.~ ""~ .... , 
, " .... , 
Tracy--Olsen fights for ball. 
Story on page 22. 
Have a fantastic summer in Vermont! 
F~rm & Wilcl,·rness camps. Plymouth, VT 05056 
Hirin~ c·mmselors,' cooks and maintenance pt'oplt'. 
Talk with the t"xecutive din•ctor, · 
Ridge Satterthwaih' 
Feh. 3, 9:00_to 12:00, Career Planning. Call 
Linda Gasser 2'74-3365 for appointmcnL 
THE BROTHERS OF DELTA KAPPA AND THE UNITED 
WAY OF TOMPKINS COUNTY.PRESENT A NIGHT AT 
TIIE R,-\MADA INN THIS-'fHURSDA Y JANUARY 28, 
9prn-Inm. MUSIC BY THE SOUND COMPANY. S3 
ADMISSION CHARGE •. ALL PROCEEDS BENEFIT THE 
UNITED w A Y. _THIS ·~-A PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOtJNCE-
MENT OF THE ITHACAN: 
' ,,.,. 
,, 
' ( -
Ron Zielinski skies for rebound. 
Story on back page. 
At-,ATAC 
GAftDE"' 
[RtST~NI] 
Chi ne,;e A mt·rica n Food 
' ,. 
18 W. State S1re,1 I -2 72- 7:150 
' ~· .. 
'. -, ', '•. 
- -'~\~'-=-',, __ - - __ ·,.._~:__:_' ~ 'I ) ~,,-1_,,~,, 
,i 
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Murruy9s Matmen on Comeback 
By Tom Longo 
The Ithaca College wrestling 
team, once a national power, 
has fallen into disrespect in the 
last decade. 
Under the guide of Herbert 
Broadwell, Ithaca was famous 
for such great All-Americans 
as Jim LaRock in 1953 and 
Robert "Tiny" Marella 
(Gorilla Monsoon) in l 959. 
The Bombers challenged, and 
often defeated, such teams as 
Syracuse and Iowa in their 
gym which is now the Arcade. 
Mr. Broadwell finally retired 
to coach golf and run the in-
tramural program and the 
team molded four coaches and 
only once boasted better than 
a .500 season. 
The team has bounced back. 
Cornell graduate, John 
Murruy, signed on as coach 
late in the fall of '80 and has 
really put his heart into 
resurrecting the team. He has 
gotten the team new uniforms, 
a new mat, and a new sense of 
pride in themselves. 
Thanks to Murruy's intense 
recruting last year, this year's 
team has a strong group of 
freshmen that will be the 
nucleus of a great team in the 
future. Seven freshmen see 
_ regular action, four of whom 
will probably win over twenty 
matches this season, which has 
not been done by any IC 
wrestler in ten years. Bart 
Morrow, (134) has already 
won fourteen matches, first 
place at the Binghamton In-
vitational, and an amazing fif-
th place in the New York State 
championships held at West 
Point la~t weekend. Larry 
Women 
Place 2nd at 
Cornell Invite 
By Doug Clauson 
With only one meet under 
their belt, the Ithaca College 
Womens Gymnastics Team is 
training hard for -upcoming 
meets. The lady Bombers 
· finished a strong second to 
Cornell at the Cornell In-
vitational in December. Ac-
cording to Coach Harriet Car-
nes this years squad is 
progressing at a quicker pace 
than last years squad. 
"In terms of conditioning 
and routines we are ahead of 
last years squad." Coach Car-
nes' team has been practicing 
hard for upcoming meets 
against Cornell on February 
13th. Both meets will be at 
home in the Ben Light Gym, 
with the meet against Slippery 
Rock being on WICB-TV. 
This years squad is a 
basically young squad with 
four freshpersons and five 
sophomores on the team. "We 
have a good crus;; ;cpresen-
tation of the classes this year, 
but in the past I've had 
younger squads." 
The squad's strong finish in 
the Cornell Invitational is 
characterized by strong in-
dividual performances by 
some old and new names. 
Senior Captain Sue Bourne 
r·eturns this season after win-
ning the New York State 
Championship and placing 
second in the regionals on the 
uneven parallel bars. Another 
returning standout is jumior 
Chris. Ficken. Ficken won the 
state championship on the 
beam last year and tied for 
third in the regionals. 
Along with the returning 
talent of Bourne and Ficken, 
Coach Carnes is pleased with 
the eary efforts , of several 
Freshpersons. Barb Algier has 
been impressive in vaulting, 
while Allison Cooper and 
Dawn Thompson have looked 
good on the balence beam. 
The squad is looking for-
ward to hosting the Regional 
Championships on March 
13th and 14th. However, 
Coach Carnes wants to 
prepare her squad for up-
coming dual meet com-
peuuon, "and worry about 
the States and Regionals when 
the time comes." 
Susie Cbapl; Dexes for ff'itor ~'s. 
' . ' ,•. ,-
Colog1ovani (150) is 12-7-1 
and David Kittay (167) is 15-8 
and both took home a first 
place trophy from Bingham-
ton. Bill Condon has been a 
real powerhouse at 190 pounds 
and has won twenty matches 
out of twenty-nine times on 
the mat. 
Coach Murruy attributes 
these boys to the team's im-
provement and said, "The 
team is on the move and 
building. We hope to have 
anoth~r good recruting year to 
add strength and depth to our 
weaker weight classes." 
The grapplers do not rely 
entirely on the newcomers. 
Senior Bill Bray and junior 
heavy-weight Greg Smith 
·provide fine leadership and 
win their share of matches. 
After three years, the class of 
'83 has three representatives, 
Steve Davis, .. Tim W!]mont, 
and Tom Longo. Add to that 
list of upperclassmen a power-
ful John Hiz and Paul Liddel, 
sophomores, and the only 
seniors, besides Bray, Ralph 
D' Arey and Mark Schmit. 
The team has not been 
plagued by serious injuries as 
it has been in the past. Only 
two wrestlers have redshirted. 
this season, Bob Papazian and 
Chris ·Sullivan, as opposed to 
five last year.. This can be at-
tributed to a new, softer mat 
and \he excellent athletic 
training of Amy Martin. The 
team does have the depth 
to be able to bounce wrestle'rs 
up and down weight .class to 
fill the gaps that arose. 
Last year the team was not as 
fortunate and had to forfeit 
matches in every contest. 
·coach Murruy is pleased 
with the progress of his team 
this year and is optimistic 
about the future. He expects 
to have a .500 season this year, 
take second place · at the 
I.C.A.C. 's at St. Lawrence 
and to take first next season. 
Six wrestlers have a shot at 
qualifying for the nationals 
and Murruy's schedual will be 
a good warm up for them. 
New York State Division lll 
wrestling is the best in the 
nation and the Bombers will 
face three of the top ten teams 
as well as The Big Red; 
On February 9, the Bomber 
ten travel to Binghamton to 
face sixth in the nation SUNY 
Binghamton and Union 
College. 
RECORDS FALL AT BARTON HALL 
.e. 
Ray White does the Fozberry Flo:> at Cornell Sunday 
By Suzanne Nader 
The Ithaca College mens in-
door track team was one of I 7 
teams participating in Cor-
nell's 15th annual invitational 
meet on Sunday at Barton 
Hall. 
The squad in its second 
season of indoor competition 
set a number of new IC track 
standards with record 
breaking performances. 
Junior Steve Sinclair 
established the 55 meter dash 
record at 6.72 (F.A.T.) while 
Mike Egan ran a Bomber 
record of 1:57.31 in the 800 m. 
and Pat O'connor was timed 
at 4:02.4 establishing a new 
record for 1IC's 1500 m. run. 
With Sunday's meet Sin-
clair, Egan and O'Connor all 
qualified for the state tour-
·nament along with hjgh jum-
per Ray White and shop putter 
Jim Ntchols, Dan Ureen and 
Jim Pryor. 
Mens Varsity Indoor Track 
Cornell Invitational - Ja. 24, 1982 
55m 
Maslow, Lester - 6.95 
McCormick, Brenden - 6. 7 
Sinclair, Steve- 6.72 
55H.H. 
Colligan, Charlie - 8.3 
Thurston, Bruce - 8.40 
400m 
Didio, Chris. 55 .14 
Fuller, Steve - 51. 72 
Wolstenholme, Scott- 53.69 
550m 
Gatz, Greg-1:11.04 
800m 
Egan, Mike- 2:05.98 
Deakin, Mike. 2:05.98 
Egan, Mike- 1:57.31 
1000m" 
Bloodgood, Tom - 2:40.8 
Ludwig, Pete J.2:51.7 
1500m 
Bishop, Kevin - 4: 16.6 
O'Connon, Pat - 4:02.4 
3000m 
Bosh, John - 11 :02.5 
Srar,onmasrer -
Joe c,aschi's 
unique-restaurant 
5000in 
Heimowitz, Lonnic-18:29 
Story, Joel. 
H.J. 
White, Ray - 6'2" 
L.J. 
Haynes, James - 5.53 
Wolsteinholrne, Scott· 
S.P. 
Cogliandro, Frank - 12.36 
Green, Dan · 14.05 
Nichols, Jim • 13.89 
Pryor, Jim - 14.28 
4x400 Relay 
Gatz, Greg 
Didio, Chris - 3:36.44 
Egan, Mike 
Thurston, Bruce 
4x800 Relay 
O'Connor, Pat 
Bloodgood, Tom. 8:37.5 
Bishop, Kevin 
Deakin, Mike 
D.M.R. 
I:uller, Steve 
Ludwig, Pete - 11.39.5 
Bloodgood, Tom 
Story, Joel 
o STEAKS 
• PRIME RIBS 
• LOBSTER 
FOR R£SER\'ATI0SS PLEASE PHONE 
& MANY OTHER 
DEL!CIOUS .. , 
ENTREES 
Z7Z•2S0S THE WAffiNG ROOM/ TH£ BACCAGE ROOM/ 
LOCATED IN THE FOR'-IER RAILRO ... O PASSEf,jGER THE TICKET OFFICE 
STATION ON TAUGHANNOCK BOULEVAAD AT THE C'OCltTAIL LOt•SCE: BASQl1ET PACILITI~ 
,, FOOT OF WEST BUFFALO ST. TO ZOO · -· · 
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§ports Wirap-1UJP) 
MENS VARSITY BASKETBALL (8-2,3-0 ICAC): 
The Bombers are presently on a roll as they have defeated Cortland State RIT and 
Hobart after losing ·to Buffalo State. In the Cortland game, Mike Guidi c;me o~t of 
nowhere to tip in a last second basket as the Bombers won in overtime 77-75. Ithaca's win-
ning streak wiJJ be put on the line this weekend when the Bombers travel to St. Lawrence and 
Clarkson in two important ICAC games. 
MENS J. V. BASKETBALL (7-0): 
After defeating Hobart on Tuesday mght the J.V. Bombers arc in the midst of a seven 
game win streak. Todd Sibel is still the team leader in scoring with an average of 1&5 ppg. 
WOMENS VARSITY BASKETBALL(6-3): 
The lady Bombers came back from a one-point at half time deficit to defeat Utica Monday 
night 77-63. Joy Bertram led IC in scoring with 19 points and Sherri Didio added 18. This 
weekend Ithaca travels to Niagra Falls, N. Y. to play Niagra University in a tough non-
conference matchup. 
MENS VARSITY WRESTLING (3-4,0-0 ICAC): 
Ithaca finished 13th out of 22 teams this past weekend in the New York Championships at 
West Point. Bart Morrow put in a strong performance for JC winning 3 out of 5 matches to 
place 5th. The grapplers split a tri-meet at home on Tuesday defeating Mansfield State 27-
22, but losing to Cortland 25-15. 
WOMENS SWIMMING (5-2): 
The IC womens swim team opened the second half of their season with victories agaimt 
Brockport State and Colgate. Darsi Reynolds and Marguerite Donahue were double winners 
against Brockport, while Cathy Lyan.s was a triple winner al Colgate. 
MENS INDOOR TRACK (0-0) 
The Bombers opened their second official season thi~ past Sunday at the Cornell In-
vitational. Several records were broken on East Hill as Coach Mike Donnelly's squad put in 
a fine performance. Steve Sinclair set a new 55 meter dash record of 6.72 while Mike Egan 
set a new record in the 800 meter run at I :57 .31. Pat O'Connor set a record of 4:02.4 in the 
1500 meter run. 
MENS SWIMMING (4-1) 
The Ithaca College Men's Varsity Swimming Team continued their winning ways with a 
59½ - 49½ win over Oswego State. Two of the team's divers, Dick Comanzo and Todd 
Metcalf joined with swimmers Eddie Trinidad and Clifford Yee to win the 400 medley relay. 
Their combined time was 4:39.49. 
MEN'S ICE HOCKEY CLUB (3-3) 
A total team effort helped the men's hockey club avenge an earlier loss to SUNY 
Binghamton with the support of a big partisan crowd. The leers trounced Binghamton 9-1. 
Kevin Finn scored two goals and Pete Alwonh, Dave Berkey, Randy Myerhoff, Gino Alwor-
th, John Kingsley and Chris Dean also tallied. Mike Ciccolini also played a strong game in 
nets. 
bz 
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SCORING Pts. For Pts. Aga. Ithaca 74.6 66.0 
St. La wren cc 66.9 59.4 Alfred 72.2 67.6 
Clarkson 65.8 63.5 RPI 55. l 57.9 RIT 55.2 58.7 
Hobart 59.5 72.7 
SCORING G Pom!'> 
Tod Hart, Ithaca 9 208 
Bill Byrne, Alfred 13 295 
Ron Thorpe. RIT 15 229 
Lonnie Webb, SLU 14 211 
Mike Lewis, Clark\on 13 196 
Dave Conklin, Alfred 13 189 
Craig Emmerling, RIT 15 179 
Pat Roohan, RPI 13 154 
Dave Aughey, Hobart 14 165 
Joey Wright, Hoban 14 162 
The complete New Yori- Stale 
Division Ill Coache, Poll: 
I. College of Stalcn hland 
2. l·L11111,1n11 Colll'ge 
3. SI Ll\\rern:e 
4. Albany State 
5. llhal·a Collq.:l' 
6. l'otsd,1111 Stale 
8. (Ire) SU NY-Old\\ e,tbury & 
Co, 1la11d State 
10. F.!nma <..:olle~c 
Honn,.,hk ML'nlion: All1L"ll. 
BrooUrn Collq!t'. Buffalo '-ital,·. 
Cb, k,011. Rochc,1,·1. Rochester I -:,·h. 
Un:011 
13-1 
l 3-2 
11-3 
11-J 
7-2 
9-5 
I 2- l 
10-2 
8-4 
7-4 
K.C.A.C. STANDINGS 
Conl"crence 
w L 
SL Lawrence 5 0 Ithaca 2 0 Alfred 4 3 
RIT 3 3 Clarkson 2 3 RPI 2 3 
Hobart 0 6 
w Ovcr::ill 
..... 
St. Lawerence 11 3 
Ithaca 2 
Alfred 8 5 
RIT 9 6 
Clarkson 7 7 
RPI 6 7 
Hobart 3 I I 
Margin 
8.6 
7.5 
5.1 
2.3 
-2.8 
-3.5 
-13.2 
Avg. 
23.J 
22.6 
15.3 
15.1 
15.1 
14 5 
11.9 
11.8 
11.7 
11.5 
Pct. 
1,000 
I.000 
.571 
.500 
.400 
.400 
.000 
Pct. 
.786 
.788 
.615 
.600 
.500 
.462 
.214 
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Illinois State Merge Men a:, Women 
· --. · 1 h ASU's Adams' .. feeling is Carol Merritt of the weeks ago, the Umvers1ty o, Last year, ,owe_ver' t e that the (AIA W's) old guard 
NORMAL, IL (CPS) NCAA's (National Collegiate Maryland was the only other NCAA announced it would h d ·t h 
1 
. f 
Fuelin~ what promises to Athletic Association) women's large Division I school to also sponsor women's cham- Cas ,ugL 1 s S eeds md or 
b · t d '. · · h" s· th th" d uster s ast tan , an we t;cllome _a maJollr ~en atmhlont_g championships office says the co_~~me its progra~s. . p1ons hips. AlmcWe' en a bir . all know what happened to 
co ege mterco 
1
e
1
g
1
_iat7 a 5e 1c NCAA does not know how Maryland made the switch m of t e A s mem er Custer ,, departments, mo1s t~te many schools have already 1979. schools h<!~~efected_tc;> the 
I 
d · d . . . 
University has scuttled its d th . The reasons were monetary. NCAA many explaining it n ee ' some umvers1h:s 
, d merge eir programs, ' that have alreadv mere:ed their 
w~>r~1en s. . sports . a - though "some institutions Illinois State's Adams expects was because they wanted to sports programs are alreaay 
mmistration m favor of a have recently requested that to shave $62,000 from his sa·,e money by eventually looking past the AJA W to ex-
unifie~ men's and women's we start mailing all infor- $197,000 sports salaries merging administration and perimenting with dual con-
athletic department. mation to the male athletic budget by cutting two and a scheduling of men's and ferences. The Big 10 and 
ISU becomes 0 ?e 0 ~ t_he first director." half positions. He also aims to women's teams. PAC-10, among others, have• 
large state umversities to Many smaller college have one coach for men's and "There really aren't many held formal meetings about 
merge its athletic programs as merged their programs years women's teams in the same advantages in staying in the organizing women's conferen-
a way to beat the dangerously- ago, and even some larger sport, and to schedule more AIAW," Adams says. ces. 
inflating costs of fielding spor- universities like Stanford have men's and women's American University, which "The major trouble with 
ts teams. had a single sports ad- doubleheaders to save on remains in the AJA W for the scheduling doubleheaders and 
The only alternative to ministration since setting up travelling costs. time being, expects "the point saving costs that way," ex-
merging the programs, says women's intercollegiate sports Illinois State previously had to be made by the time we have plai.ns Sue Leamon, assistant 
Dr, Art Adams, assistant to in the early and mid seventies. a separate athletic director and to decide (between the AJA W Ao Stanford Athletic Director 
the ISU president for athletic But now that they're faced schedules for its men's and and the NCAA) because the Andy Geiger, "has been that 
affairs, was "to hack at with the crushing expenses of. women's teams. AIAW may well be dead," there aren't women's sports 
programs or drop them." travel and fielding women's 1SU, like other schools, didn't says AU Assistant Athletic within some conferences. 
A number of colleges are teams in more sports, athletic merge its programs until now Director Ray Murphy. That's just being developed 
considering taking the same departments that once ad- because men's teams belonged AU has had a unified now." 
step for the same reason. ministered men's and women's to the NCAA, while women's athletic department "ever sin- "Really the only way to get 
Adams says Indiana State and programs separately are teams played under AIAW ce women's sports were dual confe1ences off the 
Southern Illinois, among moving toward mergers. (Association for Inter- elevated from club status to ground is to have men's and 
others, are also discussing Until Illinois State decided collegiate Athletics for varsity status seven years women's sports under one 
merging men's and women's to mer~e its programs two Women)rules. ago," Murphy says. group, the NCAA," she con--
sports programs. I!!!!"!'"""" eludes. 
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tr WIN A GHIFT CERTllFICATJE ~ ~ Q , !FOR AN I.C. T-SHIRT, I :\_1> 
ll1c.K1E 0..~ · 
THIS WEEKS UESTION: 
Who won the MVP award 
in last year's NBA All-Star 
game? 
~ 
hl'r~ Wel"k. J.GOl'l.()'S (al 1he fool of lhe hill on Aurora 
S1rrrll .. ;11 ,ponsur 1he QUICKIE QUIZ. Rradrrs arr inviled lo 
an, .. er lhe que,1iun and ,ubmil ii 10 Thi! lrhucan CIO Ba~emrnl 
or I 11r.:lon Hall. .. or hrin~ ii in person b) 5:00 p.m. Wedne,day. 
.\dr.,"IRI! nf lhe ,·orrecl ,ubmi,,ior; will dt'lermine,fhl' Week~ 
\\ inm.'r. 'o n,m(' on and gitr it a rn ~ 
Print : Attention Sports Writers. 
Place:Terrace Dining Hall 
Time: I Oam-4:30pm 
Date:Feb. I, 1982 
Sponsored by 
Pi lambda Chi Fraternity 
For more information 
call 273-9875 
Share your blood with 
those who are ill and injured 
or undergoing surgery. 
cfln .American Red Cross 
Blood Services/ Syracuse Region 
WOMEN RIP 
77~63· 
dy Doug Clauson 
The Ithaca College 
Women!s Basketball team 
utilized a pressing defense 
throughout the second half 
enroute to a 77-63 win over 
Utica College, Monday at the 
Ben Light Gym. 
The lady Bombers trailed 
Utica by one point, 33-32 at 
the end of the first half. The 
Pioneers controlled the tempo 
of the game throughout the 
'half behind the play of Sharon 
Lykes. Lykes finished the 
game with a high of 28 points. 
At the start of the second 
half, Ithaca scored 10 quick 
points and took a lead they 
never relinquished. Behind 
the play of Joy Bertram and 
Sherri Didio at the offensive 
end and a strong team defen-
sive effort, the lady Bombers 
cruised the rest of the half to 
their sixth victory against three 
losses. Bertram and Didio 
combined for 37 points, while 
Allison Bishop added 10. 
Bertram continues to lead 
the team in scoring with a 13.7· 
average while Bishop is hitting 
at a 11.5 clip. Coach Natalie 
Smith has also received some 
fine play from some good 
freshmen players. Jeanne 
Johnston is leading the team 
in rebounding with a 9.4 
average and Olson was the 
teams leading scorer with 14 
points, in IC's 77-61 win at 
Cornell. 
Ithaca has a busy upcoming 
schedule, hosting Oneonta 
UTICA 
State last night and traveling 
to Niagra on Saturday. 
"We'll take it one game at a 
time and hopefully we'll have 
everyone healthy and playing 
well · together in time for 
Niagra,'' added Smith. 
ITHACA(77) 
Bertram 9-1-19, Didio 8-2-18, John-
ston 1-1-3, Bishop 2-6-10, Dalaker 1-
0-2, Olson 3-2-8, Scott 2-2-6, Mar-
cinkowski 3-3-9, Price 1-02. Totals: 
30-17-77. 
UTICA (63) 
Jolembioski 0-0-0, Hall 1-0-2, Lykes 
12-4-28, Soules 0-2-2, Coyne 2-1-5, 
Canney 4-2-10, Cosby 4-1-9, Schaffer 
2-1-5, Banke 1-0-2. Totals: 26-11-63 . 
Ithaca 32 45 - 77 
Utica 33 30 - 63 
STOREWIDECLEARENCE 
SALE ENDS. SATURDAY 
Savings of 20 to 50 ·perce~t 
*Clothing*Danskins*Gifts* 
* Jewelry*Bedspreads* 
House of Shalimar 
Center Ithaca, Commons, Pyramid Mall 
273-7939 257-2222 
} T ~~, 
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Captains Log, Stardate 
5869.3. . _ 
Nhile on a routine survey 
mission through the Gamma 
Globulin region we have en-
;;ountered a severe ion storm, 
plunging the Enterpri_!ie into a 
time warp. Strangely, we are 
now circling the pfaiief Earth, 
hoplessly trapped in the 20th 
century. I don't think Starfleet 
Command will be too pleased 
when they find out that I lost 
the pride of the fleet with over 
400 people aboard. 
Hopefully, the following 
account of what transpired on 
the bridge will help to vin-
dicate me at my Court-
Martial. 
"I'm picking up primitive 
transm1ss1ons, Captain, 
television I think it wascalled, 
" Mr. Spock told me. Y had 
Uhura put the transmissions 
on the screen. It was a strange 
sight; thousands of people 
covered with black and orange 
stripes, gathered in a city 
square. 
·'Very strange, Jim," said 
Spock.He continued, "There 
is no record of any such 
species on your planet. I 
checked the computer but I 
couldn't find any record of a 
religious cult that worshipped 
tigers." 
1 fou~d this very puzziing, 
so I decided lo send a recon-
naisance party down to the 
planet surface. With me were 
Science Officer Spock and 
Medical Officer McCoy. We 
beamed down and found our-
selves in the ancient city of 
Cincinnati . Scotty got the 
coordinates mixed up and we 
were transported into a mens 
room. It was very em-
barrassing for the three of us 
to walk out together, 
especially with Mr. Spocks 
ears. 
Spock -Took a tricorder 
reading of the building we 
were in. It was like a space 
station, only the mode of tran-
sportation back then was 
called Greyhound. From what 
we could hear, the people 
dres~ed in stripes were going to 
Detroit, the ancient capital of 
transportation. 
·We became friendly with a 
small group of these strange 
beings. They were very ex-
cited- acting as if they had just 
consumee1 large quantities of 
Sorian brandy. Although a bit 
incoherent, they invited us to 
travel with them to an event 
they called Superbowl. 
"Excuse me sir, what's the 
commotion about?", Spock 
asked of one of· the striped 
creatures. 
"Hey, where have you been-
Mars or something? We're 
going to the bowl to kill the 
49ers,'.' he answered. Spock 
was very puzzled by this 
hostile reaction. "That's 
highiy illogical, sir, I thought 
murder was illegal." 
The creature turned around 
to his mates while histerical 
hoots and laughter broke out 
in the compartment in front of 
us. This gave me a chance to 
ask McCoy what he thought 
about the strange marks on the 
faces of almost everyone on 
the bus. 
"I don't know Jim, 
checked all the biological fun-
ctions and they're all human. 
It's too early to be radiation 
burns from the great war of 
'99. But if we could just get 
one on the ship, I'd run a 
romplete check." 
Page23 
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The creature we were 
talking to before turned 
around and handed us a bottle 
fillect with a reddish liquid. 
Not i w·anting to call any atten-
tion ·to ourselves, we all drank 
from it. When I woke up, I 
was in a large bowl-shaped 
tent obviously being what the 
creatures where referring to as 
Superbowl. Spock and Bones 
were gone. Looking around I 
noticed that there were 
thousands of the striped 
creatured all around me, and 
way down below, there were 
two groups on a green surface, 
lining up and hitting each 
other. One oc ttie groups· had 
the strange markings and the 
other had the number 49 em-
blazened on their heads. 
Although my memory was a 
bit hazy, and my head ·~as 
pounding, I remembered the 
reference one of the creatures 
on the bus made to that num-
ber. 
I tried to search for Spock 
and McCoy, but there were 
too many people and the noise 
was deafening. I tried to use 
my communicator; but I could 
hear only an unfamiliar voice. 
ii BY .... 
~ .Altnta.n. 
"The Bengals have the ball, 
fourth and goal on the one. 
The handoff goes to Johnson, 
no- the 49ers take over on the 
one yard line." 
IC CAGERS PREP ARE TO TRAVEL 
tsy uavid Fischer 
Keeping the momentum 
going. This is the key to suc-
cessful competition and it is 
what all coaches strive for. In 
order to keep their momentum 
going the Bomber basketball 
team must do well during the 
next three weeks. Their next 
five games, and eight. of their 
next ten will be played within 
the conference. 
"It's crucial that we win 
every game apd take every 
game one at a time. All- of 
these games now are crucial. 
We're growing in confidence 
each day and the kids are cer-
tainly looking forward to this 
week. But they have to realize 
that it doesn't do any good to 
teat St. Lawrence and lose to 
obart (Tuesday's game). 
-
That would be as bad as losmg 
to St. Lawrence", said IC 
coach Tom Baker. 
But how does a coach keep 
his team's momentum going? 
Baker does this by 
"developing a firm basis ... 
being straight forward and 
honest about the situation. As 
a team you must develop a 
Jove for playing the game the 
way it should be played ... You 
have to love execution". 
Friday the Bombers travel 
to Clarkson and on Saturday 
face league leading St. 
Lawrence in all-important 
games. · 
To date the Bombers are 7-2 
overall and 2-0 in conference 
play, putting them in second 
place. The New York State 
Coaches' poll ranks Ithaca 
College number 5. Conferen-
ce leader St. Lawrence drop-
ped to number 3 in the state 
with losses to Potsdam State 
and Hamilton, but is still un-
defeated m ICAC com-
petition. 
Tod Hart is the ICAC's 
leading scorer with an average 
of 23.l ·points a game. Hart 
also heads the list in field goal 
percentage with .687. Ron 
Zielinski is a swish behind at 
.686. Last year's assist leader 
Jamie Frank is just as un-
selfish again this season. 
Frank's 5.9 assist average tops 
the league. 
As a team the Bombers set 
the pace with a conference-
high average of 74.6 points a 
game, and a team field goal 
percentage of .559. 
Coach Baker is pleased with 
his team's scoring output but 
justly said, "I'm not so much 
concerned with how many 
points we score, just as long as 
we score a few more than the 
other team docs." 
Ithaca is not doing nearly as 
well under the boards. Op-
ponents have consistently 
outrebounded the Bombers 
and this could pose 
troublesome in tightconferen-
cc games. 
"Ever since l 've been here 
(1977) rebounding has been a 
problem and I've looked at the 
history and rebounding has 
always been a problem", said 
Baker. "We're trying to im-
prove that part of our game". 
Jim Goodwin and Hart pull 
down . about 6 rebounds a 
game compared to Clarkson's 
leader John Golden, who 
dominates with 13 a game. 
This statistic alone should 
make for exciting bask et ball 
on Friday night. 
But let's not forget Baker's 
words. With eight of their 
next ten contests being inter-
conference "it's one game at a 
time". 
,· 
'·I 
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BOMBERS REACH NEWHEIGHTS 
DEFEAT HOBART BY 25, 7247 
By David Fischer 
It is very hard to defend 
against height and Hobart 
found that out the hard way as 
the Bomber basketball team 
belittled the Statesmen 72-47. 
"The statistics tell the whole 
story", said junior forward 
Tod Hart, referring to the 
reboundjng department where 
the Bombers outrebounded 
Hobart 32-16. 
IC coach Tom Baker is well 
aware of his team's height and 
makes it work to his advan-
tage. "With Herzing, Good-
win and Hart in the game at 
the same time we're hardly a 
small team", he said. 
The Bombers began the 
game playing like giants 
posting an early lead of 12-2. 
They were moving well on of-
fense and invariably found the 
open man underneath the 
basket. "We like our offense, 
we're happy with it. The team 
knows they can get the ball 
where they want it", Baker 
said. 
Where they want it was 
close under the bucket, and 
that's exactly where they got 
it. Ithaca did a good job of 
clearing out and got the ball to 
Mike Guidi and Hart who had 
14 and 10 points in the first 
half, respectively. 
"It's a must to get the ball 
down low because those are 
the high percentage shots, and 
our field goal percentage is 
one of the hest' ', said Baker. 
With ten minutes left in the 
half Ithaca held a 20-5 lead but 
then seemed to let-up. 
"There's a problem when you 
don't keep up a specific level 
of play", said Baker, "and I 
don't think we played to a 
reasonable capacity that was 
within our means." When the 
half ended however, the Bom-
bers held a comfortable edge, 
36-17. 
Hart saw limited action in 
the second half because of a 
possible strained hamstring, so 
junior guard Jamie Frank 
tightened his shoelaces and 
began the running game. It 
was sheer beauty to watch 
Frank push the ball upco~rt, 
look one way, pass in the other 
direction and hit the man on 
the fly for an easy two. 
Frank's nine assists once again 
prove it is better to give than 
to re-ceive (he holds a school 
record of 16 assists in one 
game). 
Ithaca ran-up scores of 53-
29 and 63-41 thanks to the fact 
that Hobart allowed two and 
sometimes three chances to 
score. .. l hey (Hobart) are 
definitely not as physical as we 
are'', said a diplomatic Baker. 
The outcome of the game 
was never in doubt, it was a 
matter of time running out 
and when it did the Bombers. 
were victorious 72-47. 
In most cases a 25 point win 
is considered to be a laugher 
but Baker was not amused. 
"From a mental standpoint i 
don't think we were prepared. 
The team made an attempt to 
get up for the game and play 
well ... but we can't let it pass 
without saying to ourselves 
that we didn't play as well as 
we should have", he said. 
The victory kept Ithaca un-
defeated in the ICAC after 
three games and overall the 
Bombers are 8-2. Hobart 
dropped to a combined 3-12 
and 0-7 in conference play to 
continue their two-year losjµg 
streak in the ICAC (0-19). 
This weekend the Bombers 
travel to Clarkson and St. 
Lawrence for games that will 
directly affect Ithaca's hopes 
for conference leader. "I'm 
concerned", said Baker, 
"although I think we'll go into 
this weekend with a different 
attitude because I know that 
the clubs we're going to be 
playing are two outstanding . 
teams and we have to play 
them back-to-back on their 
home court . . . we've got to 
remind ourselves what we're 
capable of doing and then go 
out and do it." 
H0BART(47) 
Cassell 1 0-0 2 
Aughey 5 2-2 12 
Rudakas 3 1-2 7 
Stapleton 3 0-0 6 
Wright 2 1-1 5 
Nelligan I 1-2 3 
Bamberger 2 0-0 4 
Anken O 2-4 2 
Braunagle 3 0-2 6 
Lesure 1 0-0 2 
Totals: 20-47 7-13 47 
ITHACA COLLEGE (72) 
Hart 6 0-0 12 
Brown 5 1-2 I 1 
Guidi 10 0-0 20 
Frank I 2-2 4 
Zielinski O 2-2 2 
Murphy 2 1-1 5 
Vanderwall 1 0-0 2 
Mozzicato O 1-2 1 
Connors I 0-0 2 
Sibel I 0-0 2 
Totals: 32~50 8-12 72 
Hobaart 17 30 - 47 
Ithaca College 36 36 - 72 
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Co-Captain Dan Brown puts one up on the glass over Jeff Stapelton. Tod 
Hart looks for the possible rebound. 
INSIDE 
BOMBER 
SCOREBOARD p. 21 
